Matters from Staff Agenda Item #16

Board of County Commissioners - Staff Report
Meeting Date: 08/30/2022
Submitting Dept: Administration

Presenter: Alyssa Watkins
Subject: Consideration of an Agreement for a Classification
and Compensation Study

Statement / Purpose:
To consider an agreement for a Classification and Compensation Study, to include a compensation and
benefits analysis and design of an updated pay structure.
Background / Description (Pros & Cons):
Only June 27th, Teton County issued a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) seeking a consultant to conduct a
comprehensive classification and compensation study and analysis. Specifically, the RFQ requested a
consultant team to conduct a study and develop recommendations for an overhaul of the existing
classification and compensation system. The chosen firm is intended to evaluate the current position
classification system and existing job descriptions and make recommendations for updates and changes. The
chosen firm will, if appropriate, provide an updated market study of comparable entities and will recommend
a new salary plan, evaluate employee positioning within the newly recommended salary plan, and provide
implementation strategies, including but not limited to providing a strategy for monitoring for market
position, inflation, compression, and internal equity.
Responses were due on July 25th and 13 eligible proposals were received. Proposals were evaluated by a
review panel consisting of the Director of Human Resources, the Director of General Services, the Executive
Director of the Teton County Library, the Teton County Clerk, the Parks and Recreation Parks Manager, and
the Board of County Commissioners’ Administrator. The top three scoring firms were as follows:
Firm
OneDigital
Baker, Tilly, Virchow, Krause
Segal

Score (no fees)
382.33
371.83
370.33

Score (with fees)
404.33
382.83
382.33

Cost Proposal
$79,500
$171,000
$195,000

For context, ten of the thirteen cost proposals were under $100,000, three were over $170,000. Reference
checks were conducted on finalist firms and the review panel met to consider the results. The review panel is
recommending Digital Insurance, Inc./OneDigital as the preferred respondent based on their scoring,
proposed approach, and pricing.
Stakeholder Analysis & Involvement:
The RFQ was developed by Administration, in collaboration with Human Resources. All elected officials and
department directors were informed regarding the RFQ and invited to participate as reviewers. Elected
officials and department directors will be asked to participate in executive interviews and other project
processes with the consultant team.
Fiscal Impact:
The agreement with OneDigital is for an amount not-to-exceed $79,500. Sufficient funding is budgeted for
this expenditure in the Human Resources budget, line item 10-4-023-350-000 Professional Services.

Service ● Excellence ● Collaboration ● Accountability ● Positivity ● Innovation
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Board of County Commissioners - Staff Report
Staff Impact:
Staff will be asked to participate in the Classification and Compensation Study project to varying degrees.
While the majority of staff will be asked to capture the specifics of the work they perform for Teton County,
supervisory staff, Department Director, and Elected Officials will be impacted to a greater degree. They will be
tasked with doing the same job capture work, reviewing the submissions from staff under their purview, and
providing documentation and materials requested by the consultant team. It is anticipated that the heaviest
burden of work and coordination will fall to the project manager, likely the Director of Human Resources or, if
that position remains vacant, the BCC Administrator.
Legal Review:
Gingery
Staff Input / Recommendation:
Staff recommends approving the agreement with OneDigital.
Attachments:
Request for Qualifications for a Classification and Compensation Study for Teton County
Digital Insurance, Inc. Human Resource Consulting Master Services Agreement, including OneDigital Proposal
Suggested Motion:
I move to approve the Human Resource Consulting Master Services Agreement with Digital Insurance, Inc.,
operating as OneDigital, for a Classification and Compensation Study, in an amount not to exceed $79,500.

Service ● Excellence ● Collaboration ● Accountability ● Positivity ● Innovation

Request for Qualifications for a
Classification and Compensation Study for Teton County
According to Teton County Rules and Regulations 2-3-1 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, when an anticipated contract
will exceed $5,000, Teton County will publicly announce all requirements for Professional Services (i.e.
Architectural, Engineering, and Consulting Services) and negotiate a contract for services on the basis of
demonstrated competence and qualification for the types of services required, and at a fair and reasonable price.
Notice shall be on Publicpurchase.com for a minimum of 2 weeks.

Teton County is issuing this Request for Qualifications (“RFQ”) in search of a firm to conduct a
Classification and Compensation Study. Experienced firms are invited to provide the information
requested in this RFQ to the Human Resources Director up to but not later than 4:00 PM MST on
Monday, July 25, 2022.
Project Description: Teton County is seeking proposals from qualified consultants to conduct a
comprehensive classification and compensation study and analysis. Teton County seeks a consultant
team to conduct a study and develop recommendations for an overhaul of the existing classification and
compensation system. The chosen firm will evaluate the current position classification system and
existing job descriptions and make recommendations for updates and changes. The chosen firm will, if
appropriate, provide an updated market study of comparable entities and will recommend a new salary
plan, evaluate employee positioning within the newly recommended salary plan, and provide
implementation strategies, including but not limited to providing a strategy for monitoring for market
position, inflation, compression, and internal equity.
Public Purchase website: This RFQ will be posted on the Public Purchase website:
(https://www.publicpurchase.com/gems/login/login). Respondents must register (free) on the website to
access the RFQ and respond to it. Questions regarding the RFQ may be posted on the Public Purchase
website. Answers will be posted and both questions and answers will be available to all respondents.
Responses will be opened publicly on Monday, July 25, 2022, at 4:30 PM in the Teton County
Administration Office (200 S Willow Street, Jackson, WY, 83001).
Schedule:
The County will adhere to the following schedule in the receipt, review, and evaluation of Submittals:
June 27, 2022

RFQ available for distribution

July 25, 2022

Submittal due date

August 10, 2022

Completion of submittal evaluations by Selection Committee

August 30, 2022

Board of County Commissioners consider contract with recommended vendor

Background:
Teton County is a year-round resort community, located in the northwestern corner of Wyoming. It
serves as the southern gateway to Grand Teton and Yellowstone National Parks and home to three world
class ski resorts. Approximately 97% of the land within the county’s borders is held in public ownership
– National Park, National Elk Refuge, and National Forest.
Teton County is a unique place to live, offering many outdoor recreational activities, abundant wildlife
and open spaces, fine dining, and premier cultural arts offerings. Approximately 23,500 people live in
Teton County, but residents quickly learn that they share their home with over 5,000,000 visitors from all
over the world in the summers. Despite this influx, Jackson Hole maintains its western heritage and
hospitality.
As a resort community, the comparative cost of living in Teton County is about 80% higher than the
statewide average. Our real estate market far outprices our community workforce, resulting in a struggle
for many employees to find housing, whether locally or in in neighboring communities.
Teton County Government is comprised of 17 departments and elected offices with approximately 365
employees and an approximately $124 million annual operating budget. The County provides a full array
of services, including law enforcement, planning & building, public works, environmental and public
health services, library, fire protection and emergency medical services, parks and recreation, housing,
and legal and administrative services. The County operates under the Commission-Administrator form of
government, with a board of five publicly elected Commissioners and an appointed County
Administrator. Under the County’s Commission-Administrator form of government, the County
Administrator is responsible for operations and delivery of services for those departments under the
purview of the Board of County Commissioners. Additionally, seven other publicly elected officials are
responsible for their offices’ provision of services to the public. The County does not have any
bargaining units. Further information on Teton County is available on the County’s website,
https://www.tetoncountywy.gov/.
Teton County has two compensation and classification systems, one for employees generally and the
other specific to Fire/EMS employees. Both are salary range and step formats. The primary salary plan
consists of 34 salary ranges of 15 steps each. Ranges are separated by 5%, steps are separated by 2.5%.
Teton County’s last Classification and Compensation Study was accomplished in 2014 and implemented
in 2015. Market checks were conducted in 2017, 2019, and 2021. The County is currently struggling to
attract staff, with a lack of applicants for many open positions. There has been criticism of the County’s
existing compensation and classification system, including but not limited to the level of compensation,
the ability to promote, and compression within supervisor/subordinate pay bands. Salaries for elected
officials are set by state statute and local resolution and excluded from the Classification and
Compensation Study.
Description of Required Services:
Teton County desires to complete a Comprehensive Classification and Compensation Study that will
overhaul the current salary plan and classification schedule and pinpoint needed changes. The study will
also address the internal relationships within the organization to help determine proper equity in the
classification and compensation study. The study will determine whether the existing salary and

compensation schedule is competitive and consistent with comparable employers. The updated study will
provide a defensible and technically sound basis for compensating employees.
Positions to be included in the analysis include all full and part-time positions; elected officials are
excluded.
The scope of work will include, but is not limited to, a process that includes the following:
• Review and analyze existing pay philosophy and job descriptions. Make recommendations for
updates and/or changes to existing policies, practices, and other information.
• Review existing position descriptions to ensure current and accurate Fair Labor Standards Act
(FLSA) exemption status, essential functions, minimum qualifications for education and
experience, required knowledge, skills, and abilities, special requirements, and physical and
environmental conditions; Update the descriptions as needed.
• Ensure position descriptions are in full compliance with all applicable federal, state, local statutes,
and regulations, including the FLSA and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
• Ensure position descriptions are assigned within the classification system, reflecting equitable
placement between various position responsibilities; provide a recommendation on updates
thereafter.
• Review existing promotional and growth opportunities in certain classifications and make
recommendations concerning new promotional growth opportunities, such as career ladders.
• Review existing organizational structures of both departments and divisions to ensure properly
aligned org structures and make recommendations for any structural revisions.
• Present findings of the job description review to recommend title changes, provide updated job
descriptions and titles, recommendations based on workload and job capacity, equity across the
organization in terms of similar jobs in other departments, and placement on a classification plan.
• Develop a system for evaluating reclassification requests and placement of newly created
positions on the classification plan.
• Develop, design, and recommend a compensation philosophy which aligns with the County’s
strategic plan, operations, competitive outlook, and compliments our vision to be the employer of
choice.
• Conduct a comprehensive analysis of the current compensation program and make
recommendations for improvement and suggest plans to address issues including but not limited
to: target comparison market, internal equity assessment, competitive salary analysis, index or
standards for the cost of living comparison, longevity pay, and pay for performance.
• Identify comparable organizations and competitive labor market comparisons for position
classifications and conduct a full compensation survey complete with recommendations and cost
of implementation. Conduct a comprehensive benchmark market analysis of all County positions
with comparable and surrounding (regional) jurisdictions and applicable private/public sector
competitors, or suggest an alternate methodology for determining appropriately competitive
compensation (the County is open to considering other, proven survey methodologies and
benchmarks in setting pay rates).
• Recommend compensation levels, range spread, and range placement for positions.
• Determine placement of current employees on the classification plan at specific wage points,
placement of current employees based on gender and diversity pay equity. Evaluate and provide
recommendations regarding pay compression/compaction issues.
• Review the stipends currently provided by Teton County to determine appropriateness,
compensation level, equity, and whether additional stipends related to housing / transportation /
other are warranted and recommended.
• Provide alternative methods to address internal inequities, pay compression, retention, hard-to fill
positions, and market adjustments.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop compensation recommendations that are externally competitive and internally equitable.
Be able to discuss and defend any challenges to the survey.
Prepare and deliver a detailed report and analysis of the firm’s recommendation.
Develop employee communications plan to explain the process and implementation of
recommendations.
Prepare an analysis of the financial impact for implementation of the recommended pay plan.
Provide a strategy for future and ongoing monitoring for market position, inflation, compression,
and internal equity
Work with the Human Resources Director, County Administrator, and Commissioners in
implementing the plan and strategies to maintain the program in the future. Serve as a resource
for the Human Resources Department for compensation requests such as position classification,
equity adjustments, and hiring salaries during the project, as needed.

Proposal Format:
Proposals may not exceed 25 pages in total, excluding supplemental materials (supplemental
materials may be added, but we ask that there be no more than 6 concise supplemental documents).
Suggested RFQ Response Format – although respondents are welcome to submit a proposal in any
format of their choosing, the following information is recommended for inclusion:
•

Cover Letter – Letter must be signed by a person having the authority to commit the respondent
to a contract to be accepted.

•

Summary of Approach – Summarize the overall approach to this project, highlighting specific
method(s) or process(es) proposed. Describe the way(s) in which the work product will be
presented and delivered. Describe your firm's understanding of local economic conditions and
regional and resort community labor markets.

•

Timeline – Proposed project schedule including start and end date and key tasks and milestones.

•

Firm and Personnel Qualifications – Identify lead and support personnel and include resumes
of such with listings of relevant experience and areas of expertise. Provide a brief overview of
your firm and how it differs from competitors. Provide information on any experience working
with local governments.

•

Contractor Experience – Identify similar work done within the last 3 years.

•

List of References - Proposals must include references (names, postal and email addresses, and
telephone numbers) for clients for which the responding individual or firm has provided similar
professional services within the last three years.

•

Proposed Contract – Please submit a proposed contract for professional services for
consideration.

•

Suggestions or Improvements - If the proposing firm feels that the scope of services, as
described in this RFQ and attached appendices, may be improved upon by additions, deletions, or
changes, those changes should be clearly stated in the submittal.

•

Conflicts of Interest – List any potential conflicts of interest.

•

Pricing – The fee schedule shall be placed in a separate file from the original proposal and should
include the proposed billing mechanism(s) (e.g., flat project rate, time and expense billing, etc.).
The breakdown should include such things as, at a minimum, task to be performed, timeline,
estimated number of hours for completion, and the not-to exceed cost for that task.

Evaluation Criteria:
A. Each firm will be evaluated based on the requirements outlined in the section below. Teton
County reserves the right to reject any or all proposals.
B. Proposals will be reviewed and evaluated by a committee organized by Teton County
Administration.
C. Scoring: 10 – Excellent; 7.5 – Good; 5.0 – Satisfactory; 2.5 – Marginal; 0 – Unsatisfactory
D. Proposals will be judged on the final criteria:
Criteria

Rating

Weight

1

Experience and qualifications of
key individuals

10

2

Submittal Presentation

7

3

Approach and schedule

10

4

Relevance of Previous Work

8

5

References/Recommendations

8

SubTotal
Proposed Fee Proposal
Total Score

Interviews: As a result of the evaluation phase, interviews may be required.

Score

Human Resource Consulting Master Services Agreement
This Human Resource Consulting Master Services Agreement (the “Agreement”) is effective as of August
31, 2022 (the “Effective Date”) between Digital Insurance, Inc. (“Digital”) and Teton County (“you” or
“Client”) (each of Digital and Client a “Party” and, collectively, the “Parties”).

1. Scope of Services
1.1 Digital agrees to provide the specific human resources services set forth in Addendum 1 and outlined
in Addendum 2 (the “Services”) in accordance with the terms hereof. Digital’s responsibility under this
Agreement is limited to those matters as to which it has been specifically engaged. The Services provided
hereunder will not result in the issuance of any written or oral communications by Digital personnel to
Client or any third party expressing a conclusion or any form of assurance with respect to financial data,
legal compliance, or internal controls.
1.2 The professionals provided by Digital to render Services will be Digital employees or contractors. At
all times, Digital and its personnel shall be deemed an independent contractor of Client. Digital personnel
shall not have the authority to act as an officer or director of Client or to obligate Client in any manner,
without the expressed approval of an authorized representative of Client. Client agrees to provide
reasonable working space and materials as may be necessary for performance of the Services.
Digital and its personnel will preserve the confidential nature of information received from Client in
accordance with Client’s established policies and practices, so long as those policies and practices are
communicated to Digital in writing.

2. Confidentiality and Non-Recruit
2.1 Digital agrees to maintain the confidentiality of information received from Client in accordance with
Client’s established policies and practices, provided that those policies and practices are communicated
to Digital in writing before confidential information is provided to OneDigital.
2.2 During the term of this Agreement and for a period of 180 days after the termination of this
Agreement, neither party shall, directly or indirectly hire any employee of the first party.

3. Compensation
3.1 The fees for the Services are set forth in Addendum 1 (the “Fees”). The Fees will be invoiced monthly
for work performed to date (or upon completion of key milestones if agreed in writing by the Parties).
The fee schedule follows this MSA in Addendum 1. Payment is due in full within thirty (30) days of receipt
of Digital’s invoice. If any sums payable to Digital under this Agreement are not paid when due, Digital
reserves the right to charge interest from the due date at the rate of 1½ % per month or the maximum
legal rate, whichever is less. In the event Digital enforces its rights hereunder, Digital shall be entitled to
its reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs. Digital reserves the right to immediately withdraw all personnel
provided to Client and to cease rendering Services if any invoice is not promptly paid when due. All outof-pocket expenses directly related to this engagement and pre-approved by Client will be billed at cost.
To the extent the scope or nature of the Services expands from the framework set forth in Addendum 1
and/or Addendum 2, Digital shall receive its standard rates and charges in effect at the time the
expanded services or deliverables are provided.
3.2 If any of the following occur for any reason other than a breach of this Agreement by Digital, then
Digital shall be entitled to additional payment by Client and amendment of this Agreement that is
commercially reasonable under the circumstances:
(1) Digital is required to perform the Services under circumstances other than those expressly or
reasonably assumed and normally pertaining to services of a similar nature; or
(2) There is a material change in the scope, timing, order, or complexity of the Services.

4. Term and Termination
4.1 Term. Unless terminated earlier under Section 4.2, the initial term of this Agreement will be from
August 31, 2022, to July 1, 2023.
4.2 Termination. Either Party may terminate this Agreement, with or without cause, at any time if either
Party provides to the other no less than a three to five day (3-5) advance written notice.

4.3 Payments after termination. Client shall pay Digital for all services performed or partiality performed
as of termination in accordance with the terms of Section 3 if Client terminates the agreement due to
any reason other than breach by Digital of any terms or conditions of this agreement, or fraud, willful
misconduct, or gross negligence on the part of Digital.
4.4 Survival. The provisions of Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 5.4 shall survive the termination of this agreement.

5. Miscellaneous
5.1 Confidentiality. This Agreement and its contents, including the fee arrangement reached by the
Parties, are confidential, as is any advice that Digital provides Client. To that end, by signing below, the
Parties agree not to disclose the contents of this Agreement to third parties unless required to do so by
law or authorized in writing by the other Party to so disclose. Each Party further agrees that it will not
disclose any non-public, confidential or proprietary information of the other Party, including, but not
limited to, specifications, samples, patterns, designs, plans, drawings, documents, data, business
operations, customer lists, pricing, discounts or rebates, disclosed by the other Party, whether disclosed
orally or disclosed or accessed in written, electronic or other form or media, and whether or not marked,
designated or otherwise identified as "confidential," in connection with this Agreement.
5.2 Indemnification. By signing below, Client agrees to release, indemnify, and hold Digital harmless
from all liabilities and costs (including attorneys’ fees) that result if Client knowingly provides false,
incomplete and/or misleading information. Digital agrees to release, indemnify, and hold Client harmless
from all liabilities and costs (including attorneys’ fees) that result from the gross negligence, fraud and/or
willful misconduct of Digital.
5.3 Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances shall either Party be liable to the other Party for
indirect, incidental, consequential, special, exemplary or punitive damages (even if such damages are
foreseeable or that Party has been advised or has constructive knowledge of the possibility of such
damages) arising from such Party’s performance or non-performance pursuant to any provision of this
Agreement (including such damages incurred by third parties), such as, but not limited to, loss of
revenues, loss of data, anticipated profits or lost business. Notwithstanding anything herein to the
contrary, however, this section shall not limit either Party’s liability to the other for: (a) willful and
malicious conduct; (b) direct damage to real or personal property; (c) bodily injury or death caused by
negligence; or (d) such Party’s indemnification obligations hereunder. Each party shall give the other
prompt written notice of any alleged defect or failure of performance under this Agreement promptly
upon discovery. In the event Client does not exercise the foregoing right in writing within 30 days after
the delivery of a Service, stating the precise reason for determining the Service and/or deliverable to be
non-conforming, the Service and/or deliverable shall be deemed accepted. In no event will either party
be obligated to indemnify, pay or have a recovery taken against it for damages in excess of actual
damages up to the lesser of: i) $10,000, or ii) the actual amount of fees paid by Client to Digital for the
particular task or specified deliverable for which breach is claimed.
5.4 Applicable Law. This Agreement will be governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with
the laws of the State of Wyoming without giving effect to any choice or conflict of law provision or rule
(whether of the State of Wyoming or any other jurisdiction) that would cause the application of the laws
of any jurisdiction other than those of the State of Wyoming. The terms of this Agreement may be
modified only by a writing signed by both parties. Oral modifications are not permitted.
5.5 Severability. If any provision of this Agreement, or the application thereof to any person, place or
circumstance, shall be held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, unenforceable or void, the
remainder of this Agreement and such provision as applied to other persons, places or circumstances
shall remain in full force and effect.
5.6 Notices. All notices, request, consents, claims, demands, waivers, and other communications
hereunder (each, a "Notice") shall be in writing and addressed to the Party at the addresses set forth in
the signature block below or to such other address that may be designated by the receiving Party in
writing. All Notices shall be delivered by personal delivery, nationally recognized overnight courier (with
all fees pre-paid), facsimile (with confirmation of transmission), email, or certified or registered mail (in
each case, return receipt requested, postage prepaid). Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement,

a Notice is effective only (a) upon receipt of the receiving Party, and (b) if the Party giving the Notice has
complied with the requirements of this Section.
5.7 Assignment. Neither this Agreement nor any of the rights or obligations hereunder may be assigned
by Client or Digital without the prior written consent of the other party. Any purported assignment
without such consent shall be void and unenforceable. Any purchaser of Digital, or all or substantially all
of the assets of Digital, shall be entitled to the benefits of this Agreement, whether or not this Agreement
is assigned to such purchaser.
5.8 Waiver. No waiver by either Party of any of the provisions of this Agreement is effective unless
explicitly set forth in writing and signed by both Parties. No failure to exercise, or delay in exercising, any
rights, remedy, power or privilege arising from this Agreement operates or may be construed as a waiver
thereof. No single or partial exercise of any right, remedy, power or privilege hereunder precludes any
other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right, remedy, power or privilege.
5.9 Execution. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, including, but not limited
to, facsimiles and scanned images. Each counterpart shall for all purposes be deemed to be an original.

Entire Understanding. This Agreement constitutes the entire understanding among the parties and
supersedes, in their entirety, any and all understandings, agreements, contracts, arrangements,
communications, discussions, representations, warranties, whether oral or written, among the Parties
respecting the engagement. No provision of this Agreement may be modified, waived or changed except
by a writing signed by the Parties hereto.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement to be effective as of the Effective Date.

On behalf of Teton County

On behalf of OneDigital

___________________________________________

___________________________________

Natalia D. Macker
_______________________________________
Title
_______________________________________
Date

ATTEST:
_______________________________________
Maureen E. Murphy
_______________________________________
Title
_______________________________________
Date

Name
________________________________
Title
________________________________
Date

ADDENDUM ONE
Not-to-Exceed Pricing
OneDigital’s pricing is all inclusive. There is no additional charge for travel, copies, electronic or
other communications or administrative expenses.
Not-to-exceed pricing means that OneDigital’s fees are based on actual professional time charges,
not-to-exceed the overall pricing of $79,500 for the complete scope of work. While estimated
time and fees associated with each task is provided, it is anticipated that some tasks will be
completed with less effort, while other will require more effort than estimated. Overages and
shortages will be carried forwarded until all major project steps are complete. If the total of all
time charges for the complete scope of work exceeds $79,500, Teton County will only be charged
the lesser amount of $79,500. All overages would be covered as an investment from OneDigital.
In the event that actual time charges are less than $79,500, Teton County would be charged only
the lesser amount of actual time charges.
Work Project Steps*

Not-toExceed Cost

OneDigital request and analyze background information to learn about Teton
County (organizational charts, strategic plan, job listing with pay grades and
compensation practices)

$2,500

OneDigital coordinate and manage kickoff meeting to finalize methodology,
schedule, status updates, competitive market, etc. OneDigital to manage
project schedule and lead regular status update meetings for the duration of
the project.

$1,000

OneDigital coordinate and manage executive interviews (15-20) and conduct
orientation & briefing session (up to 15 sessions, many anticipated to be
virtual)

$3,000

OneDigital conduct job description/role analysis. Disseminate, receive, and
review job questionnaires. Review job descriptions for clarity, completeness,
and compliance (using job questionnaires as necessary), update as needed.

$10,000

OneDigital identify job families with potential career paths for employee
development reflecting growth in skills and competencies, develop
recommendations for career paths.

$4,500

OneDigital conduct Compensation and Benefits Analysis, including
benchmark analysis of approximately 144 job titles and review of pay equity,
produce benefits comparison report (including but not limited to health,
retirement, stipends, paid time off, etc.), design updated pay structures, and
place positions into new structure

$3,500

OneDigital develop implementation plans, including compression analysis,
and financial impact of implementing recommendations

$50,000

OneDigital develop a comprehensive final report with supporting
methodology, recommendations, supportive rationale, projected costs, and
implementation of communications and phased in multiyear approach (as
appropriate) Make up to 4 presentations for Teton County and your
stakeholders.

$5,000

Total

$79,500

*see proposal included as Addendum Two for full work project plan and steps
No-cost value added communication tools
OneDigital has included the development of two communication pieces for use in communicating
the study at no cost to Teton County. Flip Style E-Readers. Flip e-readers are an innovative
communication tool that turns an ordinary power point, pdf, or other static material into an online flip page presentation. An e-reader is typically designed to provide a few pages of high-level
information with embedded links to additional or more detailed information.
OneDigital will create a traditional Power Point presentation to report the findings and results of
the Teton County study. The summary document will be supported by collected data as well as an
overview of the process and study methodology. OneDigital will additionally distill the information
into an online flip style e-reader presentation with embedded links. This tool will be provided to
Teton County at no additional cost.
OneDigital will also create electronic total rewards statements personalized for each Teton County
employee at no additional cost to Teton County and will further provide use of our rewards site and
portal throughout the year and assist in the set-up of templates that will allow Teton County to create
total rewards statements for job candidates.
In the event that Teton County prefers to print and mail the statements to each employee’s home
address rather than offering employee’s electronic access, OneDigital’s communication fulfillment group
is glad to also add this service or to source printing and mailing through any vendor of your choice. In
this instance, Teton County would bear only the actual costs of printing and mailing with no added
mark-up from OneDigital.

ADDENDUM TWO

Classification and
Compensation Study
Proposal for Teton County

July 25, 2022
OneDigital
Linda L. Peavey, SPHR and Stacy Parker, CCP
Public Sector Human Capital and Benefits
9781 S. Meridian Blvd., Suite 110
Englewood, CO 80111
303.598.7628 / linda.peavey@onedigital.com

July 25, 2022

Dear Teton County Selection Committee:
Thank you for considering our qualifications. OneDigital was founded in Atlanta, Georgia in 2000 with the goal to leverage
technology and scale to improve the experience as it relates to the purchase, marketing and administration of employer
sponsored benefits and insurance coverage. We quickly found that OneDigital’s key differentiator, intended to leverage
technology and streamline processes also added significant value to retirement benefit, all aspects of total rewards,
and the entire human resource's function. Today, our mission is to combine people and technology to deliver the next
generation of human capital and total rewards with 3,000 employees in 100+ US locations. We are the largest US firm
focused on consulting and services for talent acquisition, employee and organizational development, compensation,
work force planning, communications, health, retirement, total rewards consulting, and a full suite of HR (Human
Resources).
OneDigital has worked with public sector clients since our inception and has always held a large book of public sector
business. Over the years our success and growth among public employers has been significant. From that growth,
OneDigital has formed a dedicated public sector market.
OneDigital is large enough to have advanced technology and the best tools and resources. We are also small enough to
be nimble. We can respond quickly, customize our work. Our proposal will demonstrate our expertise in private and
public sector compensation, benefits and total rewards practices, our ability to conduct a comprehensive
compensation and benefits study that is supported with data, includes an implementation process that:






Can be scaled or tiered
Designed to include support and involvement of key stakeholders
Provides clear and transparent communications
Considers available budgets and fiscal impacts
Is balanced with the need to attract and retain talent

OneDigital’s proposal will embrace and provide creative approaches in managing Total Rewards in a mountain resort
community. Our approach will include Employer of Choice principles and will also consider Teton County’s future needs.
Stacy Parker, CCP and Linda Peavey, SPHR will serve as the lead consultants in this engagement. On behalf of the
OneDigital team proposed for Teton County we will look forward to being your partner and contributing to Teton
County’s Total Rewards philosophy.
OneDigital’s proposal includes work samples in as embedded links and in the appendix section of this proposal that
contain proprietary and confidential work products. These samples are intended for use by Teton Country and your
selection committee. Please do not share these samples outside of Teton County.
Sincerely,
OneDigital, LLC

Andrew J. Neff, Managing Principal
1
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SUMMARY OF APPROACH
Understanding the project: Getting labor in Teton County is a challenge because it is so geographically remote.
Teton County is a remote recreational area that is not unlike other recreational and mountain resort communities
in that Teton County has a higher cost of living and housing cost index that is not affordable for many County
employees. Th e p roximity to Teton and Yellowstone National Parks gives Teton County a very different
dynamic than exists in other year-round recreational area. There are a lot more tourists in the summer than there
are in the winter. There is also a lot more snow and it is much colder than other recreational / mountain resort
communities. Even the Native Americans never made settlements in Teton Valley until very late in the game. The
Valley was instead first settled by trappers. As a result, many some employees share housing with other families
or have traded longer commutes from Idaho and a higher cost of transportation for more affordable options
outside of Jackson. The cost of living in Teton County is 177.4% of the national average. Housing costs have
increased 84.4% year-over-year and is at 347.8% of the national average. Even though job growth in Jackson is
down 1.6% over the previous year, unemployment is still extremely low at 4.2%. Teton County is competing for
labor with retailers such as Target.
Even with recent announcements of a 6% pay hike and $1200 bonus, the applicant flow for Teton County is
limited. The ability to attract and retain talent remains critical to providing services to the citizens and tourist of
the community. Teton County, as well as Wyoming’s economy, enjoys economic benefits from the tourism at the
Grand Teton and Yellowstone National Parks. The result of Teton County's ability to attract and retain talent can
lead to restricted or fewer county services hat can serve to impact the economy of Teton County as well as for
Wyoming as a whole.
Teton County has 17 departments, approximately 365 employees which includes about 180 unique job
descriptions. Teton County has an annual operating budget of approximately $124M. There are two
compensation and classification systems currently in place, both systems have ranges that utilize a step
progression within a defined range. The last similar study was conducted in 2014. Market checks were
conducted in 2017, 2019 and 2021. The perception of the current structure includes criticism of the level of pay,
limited ability to promote, and pay compression / internal equity.
This project will deliver a fully updated analysis of Teton County’s competitive position on compensation and
benefits and updated pay ranges for the General County and the Fire/EMS structures. The completed study will
include budget estimates for implementation, updated classifications, placement of positions into new grades,
updated titles and job description, and ensure compliance with FLSA and EEO-4 classifications. Assuming the
projects begin in accordance with the RFP, OneDigital’s project deliverables will be completed no later than
March 31, 2023. These deliverables will include recommendations about the creation and/or updates to job
positions or titles, classifications will be updated as necessary with the collaboration of Teton County will be and
aligned consistently with job responsibilities, knowledge, and level of skill and experience. Teton County’s study
will also ensure that compliance with FLSA and EEO-4 classifications, consider pay equity, and any other issues
such as pay compression that may have resulted with changes in the market. The goal of the study is to create a
model that will serve as the basis for a full organizational update to include a refreshed and competitive
compensation philosophy, create a mechanism that will help facilitate career paths, succession, and workforce
planning.
Teton County has demonstrated an understanding that “total rewards” is about more than just cash
compensation. OneDigital’s study on behalf of Teton County will review cash compensation as well as health and
retirement benefits, time off, stipends, and other employee rewards.
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OneDigital like Teton County understands that they very best pay and total rewards package and the study that is
a part of the proposal will be of limited value and could in fact fail if key stakeholders are not involved I the
process, and if there are not clear, proactive, and ongoing communications. That is why OneDigital’s
communications manager is proposed as a part of the lead consulting team and will be actively engaged with
Teton County in creating a- communications plan for the project, providing communications tools and resources,
and celebrating the success of this study with personalized total rewards statements that are included in our offer
at no additional cost.
TETON COUNTY MUST:







Compete for talent
Face demands for higher salaries, better benefits, and housing
Consider the needs and costs associated with employee transportation
Provide a broader and more diverse set of services to a diverse population of visitors and residents
Manage environmental hazards that range from drought, wildfires, and wildlife
Recover from diminished tax revenues stemming from COVID-19 partial and complete shutdowns

Project Pre-work and Kick-Off:
Prior to the kick-off meeting, OneDigital will collaborate with Teton County to gather pre-planning information,
such as organization charts, job listings with current grades and ranges and information about Teton County’s
strategic plan. We will begin to review a few of your job descriptions in advance of our first meeting so we can
begin the meeting efficiently.
One Digital will also hold an initial planning conversation with Teton County’s Administrative / Human Resources
team and the County designated compensation study team to gain a further understanding of Teton County’s
culture, driving forces, hard to fill positions, positions with higher-than-expected turnover, and to gain an
understanding of what has worked well, what has not, and what success that can be leveraged throughout this
study. Another outcome will be the development of a project agenda / timeline, number of expected face-to-face
meeting and other project touch points, a communications plan for the project, decisions on who should be
interviewed about jobs, how job descriptions will be reviewed internally, and who should be involved and attend
the project Kick-Off Meeting. Two face-to-face meetings is usually the correct number. One face-to-face meeting
to kick off the meeting and the second face-to-face meeting to deliver the final report. However, additional inperson meeting may be needed to make separate presentations to the Board of County Commissioners or other
key constituents, a need may also surface should an unexpected event such as divesture or acquisition of any entire
department (i.e., health department, fire, or other special district), or for any other reason that adds value to Teton
County. The cost of travel is included in OneDigital’s fee. Even though we anticipate two in person meetings, we
will be there in person and available to Teton County as often as desired.
Project Kick-Off Meeting
The expected outcome of the kick-off meeting will be to agree on the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clarification of any information reviewed as pre-work
Approved project plan and scheduling of ongoing communication meetings per the RFP
Fine-tuned project plan and agreement on methodology
Communication schedule for keeping the Executive / Project team and others updated on the status of the
project per the schedule included in the RFP
Discussion of executives/stakeholders to be interviewed
Agreement on list of peer organizations to be included in the benchmark analysis
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•

Agreement on leadership meetings to explain methodologies and schedules for the project. Unless Teton
County prefers in person meetings, our suggestion would be to conduct the majority of these as virtual sessions.
• Agreement on interviews with Department Heads
• Plan for orientation/briefing sessions for Teton County employees and key leadership in each
section/department to present project objectives and discuss general concerns.
• The creation of well managed and well executed project communication plan
• Approval or revision of methodology, including collection of updated job information from employees
Data Collaboration Hub

Reserved for Teton County

OneDigital will collaborate with Teton County to collect data and will provide shared 24/7 access to only your own
project data through a secure portal that allows posting from either party. The portal will also be a place where
project status and other information can be shared in a customized client center. In addition to the portal, Teton
County will have direct dial numbers and contact information for each member of the OneDigital project leadership
team and will also ensure that a process is in place to allow Teton County to quickly put on the brakes, add steam
and to elevate new emerging issues or concerns that can be incorporated into the project and addressed as
appropriate.
Communications Support for the Complete Compensation and Benefits Study
OneDigital understands that communications are the cornerstone that will support the success of Teton County’s
compensation study. We also understand that this study will touch many interested Teton County parties and a
diverse set of constituents. Accordingly, OneDigital will partner with Teton County to develop and execute a change
management / communications plan. Our suggestions would be to begin with the development of an executive
letter to announce the survey, it purposes, potential impacts to individual employees, and benefits to Teton County,
and other key stakeholders .
The communications plan that OneDigital will develop jointly with Teton County will also suggest an out-going
update / communication touch point in conjunction with the opportunity that is created with the entry or
completion of each new phase of the study. OneDigital can take on as much or as little communication planning
and implementation as is desired. OneDigital’s full- service team proposed for Teton County includes a team of
communications professionals that will work jointly with Teton County to create a comprehensive communication
plan and strategy that is aligned to Teton County’s culture, uses multiple forms of media to reach a diverse audience,
and sets the stage, and promotes inclusion and acceptance of potential change. More steps or additional
communication points may be added or deleted based on Teton County’s needs, but would typically include some
of all of the following change management and communication practices:
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Announcement – This is typically an executive letter that introduces the purpose, process, and duration of the
study, how and when employees will receive information, how employees and department heads will be involved
in the process, how the information will or may be used and implemented, and most importantly how the study
will benefit Teton County and individual employees.
Involvement – Key stakeholders that include department heads and executives will likely be among those involved
in helping to steer the study. Identification of who will be involved and using these same “cadres” or agents of
change as part of periodic communications in sharing updates regarding project progress holds significant value.
Prepare for Potential Resistance – Establish channels for listening. Examples might include the development of a
webpage to keep stakeholders informed about the study and where Teton County might also wish to publish
responses to frequently asked questions. Communicating through multiple channels – email, in-person, blogs or
websites, video, podcasts, etc. is also considered a “listening” and “outreach” best practice. There is also an
advantage to involving people in key roles and those who have formal and informal influence, which will vest these
individuals with a stake in the outcome.
Respond – Create a blog or other forums that are appropriate for Teton County’s’ culture and diverse set of
constituents, that will allow employees (or others if you choose) to ask questions. The success within this step is
having the mechanism, resources, and capacity dedicated to ensuring that Teton County can respond quickly in an
open, honest, and transparent manner.
Celebrate – Announce the study results with cheer, regardless of the outcome. Be transparent about the process,
the peers, and what was learned. Focus on what the study has done for each person, job, and Teton County as a
whole. Consider addressing how Teton County continues to appreciate people and how Teton County will recognize
employees in ways that include, but also go beyond monetary rewards. These areas have no limits, but often include
new or restatement of the value associated with flexible work schedules, adoption assistance, career paths, and
employee development. Take the opportunity to address or promote what makes Teton County “a great place to
work,” or tout an updated or refreshed mission or vision statement. Include information about how Teton County
intends to protect the things that work well, improve the things that Teton County can, and continually strive to
improve.
Communicate - Communicating in a media that is convenient, at the right length, and contains meaningful content
is important. Addressing people in person in a Town Hall Meeting, streaming, or video will help personalize the
message.
NO-COST VALUE ADDED COMMUNICATION TOOLS
To showcase OneDigital’s full-service consulting approach and to add additional tools to help Teton County
communicate, we have included the development of two communication pieces for use in communicating the study
at no cost to Teton County. Flip Style E-Readers. Flip e-readers are an innovative communication tool that turns an
ordinary power point, pdf, or other static material into an on-line flip page presentation. A flip snack is typically
designed to provide a few pages of high-level information with embedded links to additional or more detailed
information.
OneDigital will create a traditional Power Point presentation to report the findings and results of the Teton
County study. The summary document will be supported by collected data as well as an overview of the process
and study methodology. OneDigital will additionally distill the information into an online flip style e-reader
presentation with embedded links. This tool will be provided to Teton County at no additional cost.
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OneDigital will create electronic total rewards statements personalized for each Teton County employee at no
additional cost to Teton County and will further provide use of our rewards site and portal throughout the year.
Screenshots of the Total Rewards Platform are included in the exhibits section of this proposal. The module includes
tools that will additionally allow Teton County to create a total rewards summary for job candidates in addition to
employees. Features of the software will also allow Teton County to track who has interacted with the information.
Other important features of electronic rewards portal as includes:
•
•
•
•

Secure Online and Printable PDF Total Rewards
Fully outsourced project with data management
Access to the application all year
Highest levels of security with SOC II certified servers, recent penetration testing, 256-bit data encryption

•

Targeted HTML email promotions to drive utilization or awareness of communication (regardless of distribution
method)

•
•

Analytics to measure employee interaction / track success of messaging
Dedicated customer support, shared best practices, sample content playbook, domain expertise and robust
knowledge base
Flexibility to target employee content messaging by group (Division, location, job category, etc.)
Web links
Configurable Survey module to gather employee feedback
Executive HR report for high level view of all comp and benefit programs averages, utilizations, etc.
Teton County logo / images / colors / videos and editable program naming conventions to strengthen Teton
County’s brand
Set up templates to create total rewards statements for job candidates

•
•
•
•
•
•

If Teton County prefers to print and mail the statements to each employee’s home address rather than offering
employee’s electronic access, OneDigital’s communication fulfillment group is glad to also add this service or to
source printing and mailing through any vendor of your choice. In this instance, Teton County would bear only the
actual costs of printing and mailing with no added mark-up from OneDigital.
PROCESS OVERVIEW
Our work would be customized to the needs of Teton County and
could vary, however, an example of the typical approach and
sequence that we often use for compensation and classification
studies is illustrates int this graphic which highlights three primary
workflows:
•
•
•

Conduct Job Description/Role analysis “Job Description/Analysis”
Conduct compensation and benefits benchmark analysis
“Market Update”
Determine placement of positions into new structures “Job
Evaluation”

Job Description / Job Analysis
Job Analysis is a primary tool to collect job-related data. The process results in collecting and recording two data
sets including job description and job specification that will review the job qualifications, experience, training, skills,
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responsibilities, characteristics, and sensory demands of the work. One Digital will collect information about Teton
County’s jobs by interviewing departments and other key officials. We will ensure that 100% of all jobs are reviewed
expediently by posting existing job descriptions and position questionnaires into an intake form that is posted and
can be accessed only by those authorized. The designated department head(s) will receive email reminders to
complete the tasks. Daily reports that detail progress will be provided to Teton County and One Digitals’ analysts
will receive the data in real time. Designated officials will have the ability to check-off that existing job details and
information remain accurate and complete and will also be invited to add suggestions for revisions to the exiting
job specifications. Automation of the process allows OneDigital to hit this project running with 100% assurance
that all job specifications have been reviewed, that all key stakeholders and department heads have been involved
in the process, and that data that serves as the basis for the compensation and classification is complete and
accurate.
Classification Study
A classification study begins as a part of the job analysis in preparation for conducting the remainder of the project.
The purpose is to assess the clarity and thoroughness of existing job descriptions to ensure that jobs are matched
accurately to the market and other data. The job classification analysis is often supplemented by job family group
interviews to clarify any issues that we uncover. The job description formats will additionally be analyzed for clarity,
accuracy, and compliance with applicable regulations such as the Equal Pay Act, FLSA, ADA, and EEO-4 classification.
The Equal Pay Act requires that men and women in the same workplace be given equal pay for equal work. The jobs
need not be identical, but they must be substantially equal. Job content (not job titles) determines whether jobs
are substantially equal. All forms of pay are covered by this law, including salary, overtime pay, bonuses, stock
options, profit sharing and bonus plans, life insurance, vacation and holiday pay, cleaning or gasoline allowances,
hotel accommodations, reimbursement for travel expenses, stipends for housing or transportation, and all forms
of benefits. If there is an inequality in wages between men and women, employers may not reduce the wages of
either sex to equalize their pay. Title VII also makes it illegal to discriminate based on sex in pay and benefits.
Someone who has an Equal Pay Act claim may also have a claim under Title VII. Title VII, the ADEA (Age
Discrimination in Employment Act), and the ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) prohibit compensation
discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, or disability. Unlike the Equal Pay Act,
there is no requirement under Title VII, the ADEA or the ADA that the jobs must be substantially equal.
OneDigital understands Teton County’s commitment to fair and equitable treatment and fair pay practices as well
as our obligation to ensure that the Job Classification and Compensation study that we conduct on your behalf will
identify areas of potential concern and can defend all valid differences in pay. Our study on behalf of Teton County
will review jobs based on gender. This process will include identification of employees doing substantially similar
work, comparison of salaries of each gender, determination of reasons for any differences in pay that are justified
based on a seniority or merit system, a system that measures earnings by quality or quality of production, education,
training, experience, occupational hazards, working conditions or other business reasons.
In addition to the analyses that will be a part of the study, the team for Teton County is also supported by Annette
Bechtold, CIC, ChHC, Senior Vice President of Regulatory Affairs and Reform Initiatives. Annette leads a team that
includes ERISA and employment attorneys who are responsible for advising, educating, and supporting OneDigital’s
corporate tactics and providing client compliance and reform support. Annette and her team will be available to
Teton County for any questions about the study or your pay practices. Annette will also ensure that the team for
Teton County understands and is current on all recent and pending legislation as it relates to pay equity in Colorado
and in accordance with federal law. As an example, when we were conducting pay studies and reviewing
compensation practices for our clients in 2019, our team was already aware of the pending Equal Pay Act of 2020
amendments that included provisions that now prevent an employer from seeking the wage rate history of a
prospective employee or requiring disclosure of wage rate as a condition of employment.
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The OneDigital team proposed for Teton County includes the leadership of Stacy Parker, CCP. Stacy is a
compensation and benchmarking subject matter expert. She is a member of WorldAtWork and is a Certified
Compensation Professional. During her career, she has written several articles, blogs, and White Papers, published
an article for WorldAtWork’s Sales Compensation Focus newsletter, and was recently quoted in Forbes magazine’s
article, “How Nike's Move on Equal Pay Could Point to Future Market Success.”
Outcomes from the classification study vary from client to client and situation to situation, but typical observations
and recommendations that could result from the classification study include:
•
•
•
•
•

Job title consolidation
Re-titling of some positions.
Consistent job titling methodology
Adjustment of education, experience for consistency
Standards for using experience as substitutions for education

Once the compensation benchmark study is completed and pay structures approved, positions will need to be
placed into the structure. The process for doing this includes a choice of several primary methods and many
hybrids.
Method One: Market-Based: This method has become more popular in the last few years. In this
method, positions are placed in the grade whose midpoint is closest to the market data for the position.
Then the resulting grade placements are reviewed for internal equity using the results of the job
evaluation questionnaires that provides detail about how jobs are similar and different.
Method Two: Whole Job Ranking: This is the simplest and most subjective method and compares whole
jobs to each other rather than using parts of the jobs. The method typically begins by placing what
people believe is the highest level one at the top of a
Method Three: Point Factor: This method is the most complicated and requires substantial
administrative support. Jobs are broken down into compensable factors and points assigned to each
factor. Points are totaled and jobs are placed in grades based on their total points.
During the project, we would discuss the best method to use for Teton County.
Career paths / planning - OneDigital will also recommend a consistent titling methodology and will identify
opportunities for job family career paths. Career paths will be identified as groups of jobs that involve similar work
and require similar training, skills, knowledge, and expertise. From this we will create job families that with potential
paths for employee development, developing succession plans, and workforce planning. These paths will distinguish
different levels among job families distinguished by changes in roles, responsibilities, and skill levels. The career
path will serve as a basis to help determine the training, skills, knowledge, and expertise that is required to advance
from one level in the job family to the next. Teton County will be able to use this information for career and people
development, succession, and workforce planning. The career path will serve as a basis to help determine the
training, skills, knowledge, and expertise that is required to advance from one level in the job family to the next. To
facilitate the ongoing management of the new structures and processes, we will provide a Compensation Manual.
At the end of this step, OneDigital will have gained a full and complete understanding of your jobs and will be
prepared to effectively match your jobs to those found in the agreed upon external data sources.
Market Update, Compensation and Benefits Benchmark Study
The compensation and benefits study will include an analysis of identified benchmark positions covered within 2
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separate structures, one for general employees and the other for EMS/Fire to determine the Teton County’s
competitive position on each of the following.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER FOR DETERMINING WAGE AND SALARY STRUCTURES INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•
•

Anticipated demands based required by the Strategic Plan
Cost of labor and cost of living in surrounding are
Budgetary constraints
Supply and demand
And when applicable, collective bargaining agreement or representative comparisons for collectively
bargained group or other recognized associations

As part of the preparation for the benchmark analysis OneDigital will collaborate with Teton County to become
familiar with each of the factors listed above as they are viewed and perceived by the County and your key
stakeholders. OneDigital will also seek out and identify other potential issues that might include s salary/wage
compression or other internal equity such as compression in supervisor/employee relationships, unusually low
comp-a-ratios, and an analysis of existing compensation.
Our work will also be prioritized to consider immediate as well as phased approaches based on Teton County’s
budget available for adjustment and will also consider non-monetary rewards in comparison to the market and
other recreational / mountain resort communities along with observations regarding how these perks are valued
and perceived.
Rather than reporting the pure fiscal impact of pay changes, our report will also calculate impacts on other costs
and expenses that are related to pay. This includes increased cost to overtime, shift differentials, payroll tax, and
retirement plan contributions.
The initial analysis will reflect the budget necessary to make all corrections necessary in comparison to the available
pay budget to determine the extent to which adjustments may need to be phased in over time. In addition to
making tiered or recommendations for phased adjustments, the data produced by OneDigital will also allow Teton
County to consider enhancements to a pre-tax benefit in lieu of some portion of cash adjustment, or to realign the
overall compensation philosophy when cash compensation, benefits, perks, and all rewards are considered.
Job Evaluation Compensation and Benefits Competitive Analysis
It appears that Teton County has approximately 180 unique job titles. We can typically match about 75% - 80% of
Teton County’s positions, or approximately 144 job titles in the competitive market using survey data and the
specific peers identified for the study. One unique step that OneDigital uses is to prepare a Job Matching Matrix
for Teton County’s approval that details both the description of Teton County jobs and the description of the jobs
in each data source. A sample is shown in the exhibits section of this proposal.
Data Sources
Compensation and benefit information and pay practices of governmental employers is available publicly, but we
are also able to offer a summary report of our findings to peers you wish to include in the study to stimulate
participation and the sharing of information. In partnership with Teton County, relevant county, city, and town
governments as well as other public sector employers or peers and public employers that compete for similar labor
would be identified as peers for inclusion in the study. OneDigital will conduct a “custom” survey with these entities
to ensure that we can capture the total reward offering. Stipends and other employer assistance for housing,
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transportation, childcare are examples of information that is rarely captured and reported in national or regional
survey data.
In addition to specific peers, OneDigital will also use market-based survey data to conduct analyses on behalf of
Teton County. We will gather data from governmental reports and salary surveys and will also use private sector
data. OneDigital and Teton County will finalize the list of peers and data sources as a part of the project kick-off.
The data sources that are typically useful include:
Governmental Reports and Surveys

Private Sector Reports and Surveys

Wyoming, Montana, and Colorado Municipal
League Salary & Benefits Survey
Mountain States Employers Council
ICMA Salary and Compensation Survey
Specific peers identified by Teton County

Kenexa CompAnalyst (published survey)
ERI (published survey)
Willis Towers Watson (published survey)

RESULTS OF THE STUDY
The outcome of the study will include specific recommendations based on Teton County’s decision on where ranges
should be positioned in comparison to the market (i.e., at, slightly ahead, slightly above market, lagging, or leading
the market).
A comprehensive final report will be provided with the following:
•

Recommended pay ranges, range spread, midpoint progression

•

Recommended methodology for assigning positions into the revised ranges, and the results of applying the
methodology

•
•

Recommended process for assuring the blending of market-based grade assignments and internal equity
Recommended Total Rewards Compensation philosophy statement based on initial work and the value of
rewards revealed from the study
Recommendations regarding the suite of benefit offerings and non-monetary rewards
Recommendations regarding employer contributions towards health and wealth programs
Recommendations regarding the use of stipends and other employer sponsored programs
Discussion of employer of choice strategies
Total costs to implement all recommendations
Proposed employee communications plan to explain the process and implementation of recommendations.
Proposed communication package to be utilized in presentation to stakeholders

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An example of a similar compensation and classification study and communication plan illustrating OneDigital’s
approach is included in the Appendix.
Fiscal Impact Analysis (Compensation and Benefits)
OneDigital’s financial impact report will consider the number of incumbents in each job for which an adjustment is
indicated by the data. This analysis will include, but may not be limited to:
•
•
•

Total effective cost share of benefits
Total Benefit Program / Stipend and Other Offering Comparison
Cost of bringing employees to the minimum and identification of people over the maximum
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•
•
•
•
•

Potential promotional increases
Cost impact of planned growth
Before and after compa-ratio and range penetration as a basis for market adjustments
Pay compression (total, departmental, tenure, etc.)
Disparate Impact Study (Gender, race, and age if desired) -

BENEFITS / NON-CASH REWARDS
Health, retirement, stipends, paid time off, leave, tuition, adoption, housing, transportation, or other assistance will
also be compared to the market in this phase. OneDigital’s approach is to evaluate what programs are offered,
measure the monetary value of the Teton County’s contribution, and evaluate the relative value of the health plan
or other benefits that require an employee contribution. The relative value analysis measures the employee’s total
effective cost share to determine how much the employee pays as a monthly contribution as well as what is paid
at the point-of-service. Many of the benefits surveys are published by the same sources that report public and
private sector pay information as cited above. We understand the mountain resort communities and Teton County
is unique. Our intentions are to additionally create a customized portion of the study that is specific to mountain
resort communities. This will also allow us to gather and compare Teton County stipends and other employersponsored programs that are not always captured in larger survey data.
For an analysis of benefits in recreational / mountain resort communities, we typically suggest comparison of other
similar communities that are remote in terms of geography and access to healthcare. However, Teton County will
help OneDigital determine which mountain resort and any other communities that will be most relevant in the
analysis. The cost of living in Teton County outpaces many, but not all, of the peer communities that we would often
suggest for inclusion in the study. Communities that we suggest for consideration include any location from where
Teton County loses or attracts talent as well as Gallatin County, Bozeman, Montana, Blaine County and Ketchum,
Idaho, Jackson, Wyoming, and communities in the Sierra Nevada, Wasatch Range in Utah as well as Grand, Eagle,
Routt, San Miguel, and Summit counties in Colorado as well their town and city governments to include the Towns
of Vail and Aspen and any special fire/ EMS or transportation districts that may or may not be a part of the city or
county government. Our analysis will also consider and benchmark creative benefits and rewards and employer of
choice practices. Data for mountain resort communities in the Pacific Northwest, Mammoth Mountain,
Northeastern, and other U.S., and Canadian resort communities are also available as is data for higher cost of living
areas such as Marin County, CA and Key West, FL. And any other community that is important to Teton County.
SAMPLE COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS STUDY
OneDigital has provided a sample / redacted compensation study showing the content and format of a similar study
that we would complete for Teton County. This work sample is merged and provided in the exhibits section of this
proposal and can also be accessed through the Following Links:
•
•

Compensation
Benefits Benchmarking Ex.
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Timeline
The following is an initial Timeline that outlines the steps for each major phase associated with Scope of Work as
we understand the desired deliverable. OneDigital would typically create this or a similar document in partnership
with the County. Revisions to this draft estimate would be discussed as a part of the Project Kick-off meeting to
ensure that all steps and schedules are aligned to the needs of Teton County.

Task
Request information including
orgcharts,job listings with grades and
ranges, compensation practices, benefits
plans and the Town's strategic plan to
review prior to the kickoff meeting. Hold
introductory discussion with the Director
of Human Resources to gain insights into
the organization.
Project kickoff meeting to gain agreement
on methodologies, project plans,
communications schedules, organizations
to be included in the comparison group
for the benchmark analysis, and other key
items.
Schedule interview with key executives to
gain their perspectives and insights into
opportunities.
Conduct briefing sessions with County
staff (key leadership in
sections/department as determined by
Project Lead)
Review job descriptions for clarity,
completeness, and compliance with all
relevant regulations (Equal Pay Act, ADA,
FLSA, EEO)
Identify and recommend job families that
would be good candidates for career
paths.
Analyze existing compensation to identify
issues such as compression, compa-ratio
problems, supervisor/employee pay
levels. Recommend implementation
methods and suggested priorities based
on budget.
Conduct disparate impact analysis
(optional) - consider once initial analysis
of incumbent data is completed.
Conduct compensation and benefits
competitive analysis and recommend
changes and adjustments to pay
structures (spread, progression) and
positioning of the structure with regard to
the market. Recommend changes to
benefits based on findings from the
analysis.
Review competitive position for each job
with leadership; conduct additional
research as requested.
Finalize compensation philosopohy and
recommend competitive pay structures
with specific progression between levels
and range spread; review with leadership
for approval.

Week Beginning
9/12 9/19 9/26 10/03 10/10 10/17 10/24 10/31 11/07 11/14 11/21 11/28 12/05 12/12 12/19 12/26 10/2 1/09

1/16 1/23 1/30 2/06 2/13 2/20 2/27

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

structures using the approved
methodology.

X

X

X

Review with leadership to assure that
positions are internally equitable.

X

X

X

X

X

X

Develop implementation plans and a
financial impact analysis for both
compensation and benefits.
Recommend a mutli-audience plan for
communication study results to
stakeholders.

3/06 3/13 3/20

X

X

X
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Develop comprehensive compensation
and benefits final report with process
outline, discussion of competitive
position, all recommendations with
supportive rationale, projected costs, and
an implementation/communication plan
inculding multi-year/tiered approach if
merited.
Present results of report as requested to
various audience.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

COMPANY QUALIFICATIONS

22 Years of Compensation & Classification Expertise
OneDigital was founded in 2000 and has been performing the work included in our proposal for 22 years. OneDigital
is the largest US company focused on employee / retiree benefits, all phases of human resources to include
compensation, classification, total rewards, HRIS, benefits administration, talent and performance management,
organizational development, merger, acquisition, divestiture as well as brokerage and consulting for retirement and
wealth, workers compensation, property & casualty as well as other risk such as Cyber Security and much more.
We have combined people and technology to deliver the next generation of human capital and total reward services.
OneDigital offers Teton County a sophisticated combination of strategic advisory services, analytics, compliance
support, human resources capital management tools, and comprehensive benefit program, total rewards, and
insurance offerings.
OneDigital was founded with the goal to leverage technology and scale as an effort to improve the experience as it
relates to the purchase, marketing and administration of health and all aspects of employer sponsored benefits and
insurance coverage. We quickly found that OneDigital’s key differentiator, intended to leverage technology and
streamline processes, also added efficiency and significant value to employee / retiree health, retirement and all
aspects of total rewards and the entire human resource's function. Today, OneDigital has more than 3,000
employees and 100+ US locations. We are the largest US company focused on consulting and services for talent
acquisition, employee and organizational development, compensation, work force planning, website development
and other communications, health, retirement, total rewards consulting, and a full suite of HR (Human Resources)
and Benefit related services. Our mission is to combine people and technology to deliver the next generation of
human capital and total rewards.

Public Sector Focus
OneDigital has worked with public sector clients since our inception 22 years ago and has always held a large book
of public sector business. Over the years our success and growth among public employers has been significant.
From that growth, and headquartered right here in Colorado, OneDigital has created a dedicated vertical market to
serve public sector clients. A sample client list (provided above in Section 2 of this proposal) of our past and current
clients for work that has been led by Stacy Parker, CCP, and Linda Peavey, SPHR the lead consultants proposed for
Teton County include dozens of county governments, dozens of Colorado based clients, and dozens of states, county,
city, and town governments, public higher education, as well as utility, transportation, public schools, and other
special district clients.
OneDigital’s compensation practice has been providing compensation, classification, and total reward studies for
the public sector since our inception, 22 years ago. The recent acquisition of Paradox Compensation Advisors (Stacy
Parker, the proposed lead compensation consultant’s former company) adds additional subject matter expertise,
as well as additional records to our already vast public sector pay and benefit practice database.
OneDigital can create custom surveys to collect pay practice, job information, benefit programs and relative values
of benefits and other rewards for specific peer organizations as needed. Unlike some smaller boutique firms,
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OneDigital has one of the largest, most prestigious compensation and benefits practice and cost databases in the
Country. We are currently engaged in a similar study for other recreational / mountain resort communities in
Aspen, Vail and Durango Colorado who are anxious to share data with Teton County. In addition to our current
momentum working with mountain resort communities, OneDigital has an impressive library of public and private
and public sector pay and benefit surveys and can also access industry specific surveys.
Teton County offers many services that are typical of most of OneDigital’s other government clients. This includes
separate classification models and pay structures for EMS/Fire. Services that are common across many county
government clients include animal and public safety, health and human services, records, planning, zoning, GIS /
mapping, and building, land management, housing, financial assistance, road and bridge and motor vehicles. Service
such as wastewater treatment, library, airport and sometimes fire are serviced by special districts while about half
offer these through the county. OneDigital is equally experienced with special districts as well as these services that
are included within County government. As subject matter experts that are dedicated to serving public entities, we
conduct our work in a transparent manner and are experienced in making presentations, and sharing information
with the County Manager’s Office, Board of County Commissioners and other elected officials and working with
other key constituents.
TEAM QUALIFICATIONS
THE LEAD CONSULTING TEAM
Stacy Parker, CCP , Linda Peavey, SPHR and Jess Alanis will serve as the lead consultants and project managers for
Teton County’s Classification and Compensation Study. Stacy Parker will serve as the lead consultant and subject
matter expert as it relates to development of the project plan and deliverables focused on Teton County’s
classification, compensation, and monetary incentives. Linda Peavey will serve as the lead consultant and subject
matter expert as it relates to health, retirement, paid time off, leave programs, employer-sponsored housing or
other stipends and other incentives. Jess Alanis will be actively engaged in creating a communications plan and
assisting deliverable .
Teton County’s full-service OneDigital team also includes compensation and benefit consultants and analysts as
well as compliance, communication, and total health management subject matter experts. There is no additional
charge associated with access to our additional subject matter experts related to in-scope services and questions
that may arise because of the study. Stacy and Linda will be responsible for assigning work, tracking progress,
communicating, and ensuring that we meet or exceed Teton County’s expectations. As leaders with OneDigital’s
Public Sector Practice, Stacy, and Linda each understand the need for clear communications, well-documented and
high-quality analytics as well as transparency and the interest that the Teton County attracts and that comes from
a set of many diverse constitutes. In addition to consulting, Stacy and Linda have careers that include hands-on
experience working as human resources and total reward executives for public and/or private employers. We are
cognizant of the importance of this study as well as the level of commitment that is necessary for day-to-day
operations. Teton County will have direct access to email and cellphones of your lead consultants, Stacy Parker,
CCP, and Linda Peavey, SPHR. Our handheld devices are with us 24 x 7. If you need to work extended hours or during
the weekend, we will be available to take your call. Our service promise, which is one that we continuously
outperform, is to return to your call or email within 24 hours. We can very often respond within the hour.
FULL-SERVICE TEAM
The OneDigital team for Teton County will also include a full complement of compensation and benefit program
subject matter experts as well as retirement program, compliance, total health management, and communications
consultants as well as technical and financial analysts.
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As your lead consultants, Stacy and Linda will serve as Teton County’s main point of contact. The lead consultants
will create a timeline, assign work to analysts and other subject matter experts, track progress, manage
communications with Teton County and ensure that we meet or exceed your expectations.
COMPENSATION
Stacy Parker, CCP has more than 25 years of experience as a total rewards and sales compensation
expert, with a wealth of experience designing competitive rewards systems in a variety of business
environments and industries. Her experience as a rewards practitioner and Principal Consultant
includes US, -based and global projects for Professional Services, Healthcare, Insurance, Secondary
Education, Nonprofit, Communications and High Tech, Telecomm, Financial Services, Consumer
Products, Manufacturing, Federal Government, and Retail industries. Her experience includes market pricing,
incentive plan design, sales compensation design, Board of Directors reports, performance management, and
compensation strategy and philosophy. Prior to joining OneDigital, Stacy spent several years working in consulting to
help drive organizations’ strategic compensation objectives. Highlights include leadership of a full compensation
market assessment for a Dallas non-profit to include compensation guidelines, equity analyses, market analyses and
compliance checklist for FLSA exemption testing. Developed and implemented initiatives focused on ROI to advance
the total rewards strategy in multiple hospital and healthcare systems across the US. Designed and developed a
custom Total Rewards Survey for a US Governmental Agency. Prior to her consulting work, Stacy held several
increasingly responsible positions with Viacom, PepsiCo, Bank of America, and GE. Stacy has a BA, cum laude, from
James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA. She is a member of WorldAtWork and is a Certified Compensation
Professional. During her career, she has written several articles, blogs, and White Papers, published an article for
WorldAtWork’s Sales Compensation Focus newsletter, and was recently quoted in Forbes magazine’s article, “How
Nike's Move on Equal Pay Could Point to Future Market Success.”
BENEFITS
Linda Peavey, SPHR is a Senior Client Executive and the Public Sector Practice Leader for OneDigital in Englewood,
Colorado. Linda is a native of Idaho. She has more than 30 years of benefits and human resources
expertise. Her
career includes hands-on experience as a human resources and benefit
program executive in the public and private sector, and as consultant for major US consulting firms.
Linda creates solutions that are aligned to each employer’s needs that are balanced to recruit, and
retain talent, and to serve fiscal as well as employee needs. She understands that health, retirement,
incentives, employer sponsored housings, transportation, childcare, adoption, and tuition assistance
/ loan forgiveness, paid time off, leave programs, and other incentives or stipends are one part of total rewards,
together with cash compensation and the culture of an organization. She has led many highly visible task forces for
government employers and assisted in the study, transformation, implementation, and communication of re-vitalized
total reward strategies dedicated to public sector employers. Her accomplishments include leading one of the first
state governments to self-funding. Her work has been recognized with two Malcolm-Baldridge award nominations.
She has led employers to recognition as an Employer of Choice, as One of Colorado’s Best Employers for Working
Families, and to become a recipient of the United States Postal Service, Quality Supplier Award. Her work has been
published in Employee Benefit News and recognized as best practice by Zweig-White. She has received the College
and University Professional Association (CUPA-HR) HR Excellence Award and American Business Communicators (ABC)
Silver Quill Award for benefit communications that drive business results. Linda holds a Master of Science Degree in
Human Resources Management and Organizational Development to include an MBA emphasis. Her undergraduate
degree is in Business Administration. She also holds several professional certifications, including Senior Professional in
Human Resources (SPHR) and Certificate in Public Plan Policy (CAAPP). Linda’s past and current clients include state,
city, county, public utility, transportation, and other local governments, public and private school districts, charter
schools, and colleges and universities. These clients include public and private sector employers in the Town of
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Jackson and other mountain resort communities near Sun Valley and McCall Idaho, Steamboat Springs, Breckenridge,
Vail, Avon, Eagle, Glenwood Springs, Carbondale, Aspen, and Mesa County Colorado, as well as other public sector
employers in and including the States of Alaska, Colorado, and the University of Idaho where these very large
employers support employees state-wide throughout all counties, cities, towns to include metropolitan as well as
rural recreational and mountain resort communities.
COMMUNICATIONS
Jess Alanis, Regional Communication Manager. Jess supports clients with the buildout of employee
communication materials, including enrollment guides, other enrollment media, coordination of total
reward statements, formatting and presentation of technical reports, wellness initiatives and
programs, and other human capital and benefits-related communications. Jess comes from a variety
of experiences in the non-profit world, assisting organizations with graphic design, publications, and
marketing needs. She is a member of the International Association of Professional Writers and Editors
(IAPWE). Jess earned her Master of Science degree in professional and technical communications, creative writing and
specialties in journalism and mass media and has completed a master's certification in publishing at the University of
Denver.
Subject Matter Expert

Job Title

Qualifications/ Experience

Chris Barrientes

Compensation Consultant

Alyssa Paschal

Compensation Advisor

Whitney Williams, MBA

Compensation Consultant

Managing Consultant at OneDigital. He
joined Paradox Compensation Advisors
(now a OneDigital company) in
2014. Chris’ areas of expertise
include: Broad-based employee and
executive benchmarking , development of
pay structures and geographic differentials
short-term incentive plans , job
documentation and FLSA analyses, pay
equity analyses. .Undergraduate degree in
Management Information Systems from
Texas Tech University and a Master's in
Business Administration
7 years as a compensation analyst for
public and private employers. BS
Mathematics
5 years of experience with public sector
compensation and classification. BS in
Business Administration, MBA

Annette Bechtold, JD, CIC, ChHC.

SVP, Regulatory Affairs and Reform
Initiatives.

Leads a team of ERISA and
employment attorney’s w/ 30+ years
of compliance expertise. Support
with issues related to pay equity,
compliance and tax regulations
related to wellness, stipends, or
initiatives.
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Mark Beaton, CPFA,

Vice President, Retirement & Wealth

Benchmarking & comparison of SSA
opt-out, DB, DC, money purchase,
401a and other retirement, deferred
compensation and savings plans to
include retiree health. B.S. in
Mathematics and Aeronautics, NAPA
Plan Advisor, Certified Plan Fiduciary,
names “Top Plan Advisor Under 40”
four times. Series 6 and bind licensed.

Shira Wilensky, DHA, DrPH,

Senior Vice President Health &
Wellbeing

15 years of corporate wellness and
healthcare, innovative and costsaving strategies. Assist in the
benchmarking total health, wellness,
employee-direct hospital or provider
contracts, reference-based pricing,
or employer sponsored clinics.

CONTRACTOR EXPERIENCE
SAMPLE LIST OF PUBLIC SECTOR COMPENSATION / TOTAL REWARD CLIENTS
Town of Vail
City of Durango
Texas Water District
City of Irving
City of McKinney
San Antonio Water Systems
Town of Highland Park
Municipal Utilities District
Dallas Foundation
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco

Pitkin County (Aspen CO)
Trinity River Authority
Lone Star Junior College
Morehouse College
Texas Southern University
Responsive
Education

(Charter

Schools)
Park Cities Municipal Utilities District
Dallas Safari Club
Meeting Professionals International

SAMPLE LIST OF PUBLIC SECTOR BENEFIT / TOTAL REWARDS CLIENTS
State of Colorado
City of Colorado Springs (Fire & Police)
WWAMI (WA, WY, AK, MT & ID) Medical Education
Program
MUST (Montana Unified School District Trust)
Blue Mountain Community College
Pueblo County
Mapleton Public Schools

Colorado Springs Utilities
University of Idaho
Matanuska-Susitna
Borough
School
District
Montana Contractors Healthcare Trust
Carroll College
Columbia Gorge Community College
Chemeketa Community College
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REFERENCES
Organization

Contact

Project Summary

City of McKinney
and City of Irving,
Texas

Ike Obi, HR Director
jobi@mckinneytexas.orh

Benchmarking of all levels including executives;
design and alignment of multiple market-based
salary structures; implementation of job
classification system, identification of internal
equity issues; and reports and presentations to
Executive Committee and City Council.

Trinity River
Authority

Taylor Huynh Executive Manager
of Administrative Services
huynht@trinityra.org

Multiple projects involving benchmarking of all
levels including executives, design of multiple
market-based salary structures, establishment
of a system for determining internal equity
(market position plus whole job ranking and
slotting), detailed implementation planning,
presentations to the Board, ad-hoc position
market pricing and slotting as ongoing services.

State of Colorado

Deborah Layton-Root Statewide
Chief Human Resources Officer
(retired) 303.990-2379

Full-service benefit program consulting to
include funding and cost analysis. Specific total
reward strategies include a comprehensive
compensation, classification, and total rewards
study. Statewide communications include
budget testimony, governing boards,
employees, and the media

Pitkin County
(Aspen, CO)

Melissa Knight, HR Director
melissa.knight@pitkincounty.com

Work in progress – Classification, Compensation
and Total Rewards Benchmarking and Pay
Practice Philosophy and Communication
Support

Town of Vail, CO

Krista Miller, HR Director
kmiller@vailgov.com

Work in progress - Compensation / Total
Rewards Consulting. Job analysis, mountain
community benchmarking, pay / structure and
job analysis with comprehensive
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communication planning and support

Sample Contract
Human Resource Consulting Master Services Agreement
This Human Resource Consulting Master Services Agreement (the “Agreement”) is effective as of May 16, 2022 (the “Effective Date”)
between Digital Insurance, Inc. (“Digital”) and Teton County (“you” or “Client”) (each of Digital and Client a “Party” and, collectively, the
“Parties”).

1. Scope of Services
1.1 Digital agrees to provide the specific human resources services set forth in Addendum 1 (the “Services”) in accordance with the terms
hereof. Digital’s responsibility under this Agreement is limited to those matters as to which it has been specifically engaged. The Services
provided hereunder will not result in the issuance of any written or oral communications by Digital personnel to Client or any third party
expressing a conclusion or any form of assurance with respect to financial data, legal compliance, or internal controls.
1.2 The professionals provided by Digital to render Services will be Digital employees or contractors. At all times, Digital and its personnel
shall be deemed an independent contractor of Client. Digital personnel shall not have the authority to act as an officer or director of
Client or to obligate Client in any manner, without the expressed approval of an authorized representative of Client. Client agrees to
provide reasonable working space and materials as may be necessary for performance of the Services.
Digital and its personnel will preserve the confidential nature of information received from Client in accordance with Client’s established
policies and practices, so long as those policies and practices are communicated to Digital in writing.

2. Confidentiality and Non-Recruit

2.1 Digital agrees to maintain the confidentiality of information received from Client in accordance with Client’s established policies and
practices, provided that those policies and practices are communicated to Digital in writing before confidential information is provided
to OneDigital.
2.2 During the term of this Agreement and for a period of 180 days after the termination of this Agreement, neither party shall, directly
or indirectly hire any employee of the first party.

3. Compensation

3.1 The fees for the Services are set forth in Addendum 1 (the “Fees”). The Fees will be invoiced monthly (or upon completion of key
milestones if agreed in writing by the Parties). The fee schedule follows this MSA in Addendum 1. Payment is due in full within thirty
(30) days of receipt of Digital’s invoice. If any sums payable to Digital under this Agreement are not paid when due, Digital reserves the
right to charge interest from the due date at the rate of 1½ % per month or the maximum legal rate, whichever is less. In the event Digital
enforces its rights hereunder, Digital shall be entitled to its reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs. Digital reserves the right to immediately
withdraw all personnel provided to Client and to cease rendering Services if any invoice is not promptly paid when due. All out-of-pocket
expenses directly related to this engagement and pre-approved by Client will be billed at cost. To the extent the scope or nature of the
Services expands from the framework set forth in Addendum 1, Digital shall receive its standard rates and charges in effect at the time
the expanded services or deliverables are provided.
3.2 If any of the following occur for any reason other than a breach of this Agreement by Digital, then Digital shall be entitled to additional
payment by Client and amendment of this Agreement that is commercially reasonable under the circumstances:
(1) Digital is required to perform the Services under circumstances other than those expressly or reasonably assumed and normally
pertaining to services of a similar nature; or
(2) There is a material change in the scope, timing, order, or complexity of the Services.

4. Term and Termination

4.1 Term. Unless terminated earlier under Section 4.2, the initial term of this Agreement will be from May 16, 2022, to May 15, 2023.
4.2 Termination. Either Party may terminate this Agreement, with or without cause, at any time if either Party provides to the other no
less than a three to five day (3-5) advance written notice.
4.3 Payments after termination. Client shall pay Digital for all services performed or partiality performed as of termination in accordance
with the terms of Section 3 if Client terminates the agreement due to any reason other than breach by Digital of any terms or conditions
of this agreement, or fraud, willful misconduct, or gross negligence on the part of Digital.
4.4 Survival. The provisions of Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 5.4 shall survive the termination of this agreement.

5. Miscellaneous

5.1 Confidentiality. This Agreement and its contents, including the fee arrangement reached by the Parties, are confidential, as is any
advice that Digital provides Client Error! Reference source not found.. To that end, by signing below, the Parties agree not to disclose
the contents of this Agreement to third parties unless required to do so by law or authorized in writing by the other Party to so disclose.
Each Party further agrees that it will not disclose any non-public, confidential or proprietary information of the other Party, including, but
not limited to, specifications, samples, patterns, designs, plans, drawings, documents, data, business operations, customer lists, pricing,
discounts or rebates, disclosed by the other Party, whether disclosed orally or disclosed or accessed in written, electronic or other form
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or media, and whether or not marked, designated or otherwise identified as "confidential," in connection with this Agreement.
5.2 Indemnification. By signing below, Client Error! Reference source not found. agrees to release, indemnify, and hold Digital harmless
from all liabilities and costs (including attorneys’ fees) that result if Client knowingly provides false, incomplete and/or misleading
information. Digital agrees to release, indemnify, and hold Client harmless from all liabilities and costs (including attorneys’ fees) that
result from the gross negligence, fraud and/or willful misconduct of Digital.
5.3 Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances shall either Party be liable to the other Party for indirect, incidental, consequential,
special, exemplary or punitive damages (even if such damages are foreseeable or that Party has been advised or has constructive
knowledge of the possibility of such damages) arising from such Party’s performance or non-performance pursuant to any provision of
this Agreement (including such damages incurred by third parties), such as, but not limited to, loss of revenues, loss of data, anticipated
profits or lost business. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, however, this section shall not limit either Party’s liability to
the other for: (a) willful and malicious conduct; (b) direct damage to real or personal property; (c) bodily injury or death caused by
negligence; or (d) such Party’s indemnification obligations hereunder. Each party shall give the other prompt written notice of any alleged
defect or failure of performance under this Agreement promptly upon discovery. In the event Client does not exercise the foregoing right
in writing within 30 days after the delivery of a Service, stating the precise reason for determining the Service and/or deliverable to be
non-conforming, the Service and/or deliverable shall be deemed accepted. In no event will either party be obligated to indemnify, pay
or have a recovery taken against it for damages in excess of actual damages up to the lesser of: i) $10,000, or ii) the actual amount of fees
paid by Client to Digital for the particular task or specified deliverable for which breach is claimed.
5.4 Applicable Law. This Agreement will be governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of Virginia
without giving effect to any choice or conflict of law provision or rule (whether of the State of Virginia or any other jurisdiction) that
would cause the application of the laws of any jurisdiction other than those of the State of Virginia. The terms of this Agreement may be
modified only by a writing signed by both parties. Oral modifications are not permitted.
5.5 Severability. If any provision of this Agreement, or the application thereof to any person, place or circumstance, shall be held by a
court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, unenforceable or void, the remainder of this Agreement and such provision as applied to
other persons, places or circumstances shall remain in full force and effect.
5.6 Notices. All notices, request, consents, claims, demands, waivers, and other communications hereunder (each, a "Notice") shall be
in writing and addressed to the Party at the addresses set forth in the signature block below or to such other address that may be
designated by the receiving Party in writing. All Notices shall be delivered by personal delivery, nationally recognized overnight courier
(with all fees pre-paid), facsimile (with confirmation of transmission), email, or certified or registered mail (in each case, return receipt
requested, postage prepaid). Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, a Notice is effective only (a) upon receipt of the receiving
Party, and (b) if the Party giving the Notice has complied with the requirements of this Section.
5.7 Assignment. Neither this Agreement nor any of the rights or obligations hereunder may be assigned by Client or Digital without the
prior written consent of the other party. Any purported assignment without such consent shall be void and unenforceable. Any purchaser
of Digital, or all or substantially all of the assets of Digital, shall be entitled to the benefits of this Agreement, whether or not this
Agreement is assigned to such purchaser.
5.8 Waiver. No waiver by either Party of any of the provisions of this Agreement is effective unless explicitly set forth in writing and
signed by both Parties. No failure to exercise, or delay in exercising, any rights, remedy, power or privilege arising from this Agreement
operates or may be construed as a waiver thereof. No single or partial exercise of any right, remedy, power or privilege hereunder
precludes any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right, remedy, power or privilege.
5.9 Execution. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, including, but not limited to, facsimiles and scanned
images. Each counterpart shall for all purposes be deemed to be an original.

Entire Understanding. This Agreement constitutes the entire understanding among the parties and supersedes, in their entirety, any
and all understandings, agreements, contracts, arrangements, communications, discussions, representations, warranties, whether oral
or written, among the Parties respecting the engagement. No provision of this Agreement may be modified, waived or changed except
by a writing signed by the Parties hereto.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement to be effective as of the Effective Date.

_
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Suggestions Improvements
OneDigital’s project plan is flexible and designed to incorporate unforeseen issues and challenges.
However, as Teton County continues to grow new jobs may be added or new issues may arise. OneDigital’s
contract and pricing below is valid for one-year following the delivery of final compensation report,
expected March 2023.
Teton County may wish to extend our contract for an additional year (to eliminate the need to rebid
services) to assist with ad hock issues or new task that may surface. Fees for services would be quoted on
a not to exceed basis before any work is performed. The tasks that may interest Teton County for ongoing
support is as follows:

Task
FLSA Determination
Craft or update a new of changed job description
Market price a new job
Data Analysis
Data File Maintenance
Balanced scorecard calculator, merit award
calculator, etc.
New Job Families, Career or Succession Planning
Compensation Manual
Title Consolidation and Titling Methodology

Deliverable
Written rational for recommendation or audit
Final job description and interview with manager
Job Pricing / Total Cash Compensation Report
Range penetration, compa-ratio, hiring rate, geographic or place of
work differentials, compression analysis, implementation cost, etc.
HRIS data entry, set-up data uplift, reconciliation of data
Goals, achievement, calculation of awards
Development of potential progression paths by job family
Documentation of total rewards philosophy, compilations of
compensation policies and practices ( hiring rates, promotional
increases, temporary assignment, reclassification, etc.)
Recommended consolidations and documentation of titling
philosophy

OneDigital also often recommends stipends, lifestyle funds or other one-time payments that are not built into base pay. This
may or may not be appropriate for Teton County, but it is an approach that can be rolled back or modified up or down as
market conditions in a volatile economy change.

Conflicts of Interest
OneDigital does not have any known conflicts of interests with Teton County.

Pricing
OneDigital’s proposed all inclusive, not to exceed fee schedule has been placed in a separate file.
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All work samples, including embedded links contain proprietary and confidential work products that are not intended
to be shared or used outside of Teton County.
As Teton County reviews the work samples we have provided, please be mindful that links are e-readers that are best
viewed on the screen of any device. The same materials that we have provided in links are also displayed here for
printing.

Sample Project Communication Details FAQs and Mid-study Update

Email Update
RE: Classification and Compensation Study Update
Sample County is pleased to share information about our progress and provide a timeline of our expectations for our
organizational-wide classification and compensation study that is underway.
Sample County is committed to providing employees with access to equitable pay and benefits in a manner that embraces
our values of stewardship, ethics, excellence, collaboration, and open communications in a manner that will continue to
support our positive work environment. The study intends to align these key values with total rewards that are reflective
of or (when possible) in excess of the market.
The study is taking a fresh look at Sample County’s overall compensation philosophy to establish quantitative and
qualitative data regarding employee roles and responsibilities in building a framework that will steer implementation of
model for an update of job descriptions, career progression models, pay ranges, and placements within ranges that will
promote growth and offer competitive pay and benefits that will help to attract and retain top talent and that is
consistent with the competitive market and conditions that are unique to Sample County.
Department heads and other organizational and department leaders have already reviewed and commented on all jobs
and descriptions within their area of expertise and authority. Thank you to those who have participated in the exercise
and for the input that others have provided to make this critical project phase a success.
The following is an estimated timeline of each of the remaining steps that will be involved in the remainder of study
(subject to unexpected events, scheduling conflicts and other changes or internal needs):
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Project Timeline
7/25 - Steering Committee Meet to approve:
Updated Job Description Template
Recommendations on organizing classification system
8/12 – Compile all job description.
OneDigital (our consultant) will compile and merge all job descriptions into new template that complies with
Pitkin County total rewards philosophy and all government regulations
Compare Pitkin County jobs to the public sector and private sector market comparators
8/15 - Steering Committee Meet to approve:
Final market comparators and review benefit's analysis
9/2 - Analyze current employee compensation
Identify compression, internal equity, compa-ratio issues, supervisor/employee pay levels
9/10 - Implementation recommendations due to Pitkin County
2023 budget consideration (to include disparate impact study)
9/30 - Finalize compensation philosophy / Steering Committee Review
All Job Descriptions finalized and uploaded to system
10/28 - Develop comprehensive final report
Process outline
Discussion of competitive position and recommendations with supportive rationale
Projected costs
Implementation/ communication plan
Inclusion of a multi-year/tiered approach if merited
TBD - Present to BOCC, Present to Manager, Present to Employees
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Sample of Job Matching Matrix
One unique step that OneDigital uses is to prepare a Job Matching Matrix for Teton County’s approval
that details both the description of Teton County jobs and the description of the jobs in each data
source.

Sample of Job Pricing Report (provided for each benchmarked job)
A Job Pricing Report will be provided for each job that is benchmarked. This report will be used to analyze
the relative pay of the jobs within Teton County in comparison to the same jobs within the market. This
report will include Teton County’s data, plus a summary of the market data covering both base pay and
total cash (which includes incentives and other forms of cash compensation) for peers, both public and
private, that are comparable to Teton County. This analysis provides an illustration of total cash that people
are receiving that gain insights into the adjustment or development of pay ranges.
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Sample of Pay Ranges versus the Market

Sample of Employee Pay Compared to the Market
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Sample of Compression Analysis Pay Compression
Pay compression is what occurs when the demand to attract new talent requires a new employee to start at a wage
or salary that is nearly the same as, or more than, a longer-service employee in the same role. For instance, a new
hire with little experience earns more (for the same job) than an employee who has been with the company for
years. Salary compression can also occur when individual contributors are paid more than their supervisors. In
highly skilled job families and departments with deep employee tenure, this can sometimes occur when employee
salaries rise above those of low- level managers. Our analysis will highlight pay compression by looking for clusters
in compa ratio distribution, salary distribution analyses.

Sample of Gender Equity Data
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Teton County has demonstrated that you are an organization that values pay equity and has taken measures to ensure
that women and men doing substantially similar work is paid a similar wage. If the salary structure has moved out of
alignment with the market, it is also possible that gender equity has been impacted. Our study on behalf of Teton County
will review jobs based on gender. This process will include identification of employees doing substantially similar work,
comparison of salaries of each gender, determination of reasons for any differences in pay that are justified based on a
seniority or merit system, a system that measures earnings by quality or quality of production, education, training,
experience, occupational hazards, working conditions or other business reasons.
Sample of a Compensation Manual
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WE ARE

1

City Compensation Market Analysis &
Pay Structure Alignment

REVIEW WITH CITY KEY DECISION MAKERS

Intended for Client Distribution Only

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
OneDigital was consulted to conduct a compensation market analysis for the City. The purpose was to assess the competitive
position of the City and recommend adjustments to align all the City’s civilian pay plans. This report is an Executive Summary of the
study results and recommendations.
Scope

 The City has approximately 344 unique positions which includes 302 full-time and 42 part-time positions.
 OneDigital was able to benchmark 192 individual positions, which includes 186 full-time and 6 part-time
positions. (Compensation best practice: Benchmark at least 60% of the positions)
 The study included five pay plans:






Executive
General
Engineering
Information Technology
Part – Time

Introduction and Methodology, cont’d
•

Methodology


Executive interviews



Careful matching



Combination of city and private sector matches where relevant

Introduction and Methodology, cont’d
Methodology, cont’d
 The major steps included:
 Gather and analyze internal information – executive interviews, organization charts, job descriptions,
incumbent data.
 The City identified the following as good comparators:
City of Allen

City of Arlington

City of Carrollton

City of Dallas

City of Denton

City of Fort Worth

City of Frisco

City of Garland

City of Grand Prairie

City of Houston

City of Irving

City of Lewisville

City of Mesquite

City of Plano

City of Richardson

City of Rockwall

City of San Antonio

Addison Airport

Centennial Airport

Naples Airport

Sugarland Airport

 OneDigital market-priced The City’s positions based primarily on organization pay plans. For some
positions, OneDigital utilized data from other cities in order to assure robust data.
 Non-benchmark positions were “slotted” into pay grades based on responsibility, scope, and relationship to
other positions.

Sum m ar y of M ar ket Anal ysi s
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Pay Plan

Current Mid-Pt vs. Market
50th

Executive

-3.87%

Engineering

1.38%

IT

0.86%

General

0.24%

Part-Time

-3.02%

Total:

-0.88%

Market Detail
The detailed results of the benchmark market analysis are shown on the next few pages.
The list is organized alphabetically and includes the 25th, 50th, mean and 75th percentiles of
the market for base pay.

Market Data: Benchmark Positions

Market Detail, cont’d
Market Data: Benchmark Positions Cont’d.

Market Detail, cont’d
Market Data: Benchmark Positions Cont’d

Market Detail, cont’d
Market Data: Benchmark Positions Cont’d.

Market Detail, cont’d
Market Data: Benchmark Positions Cont’d.

Market Detail, cont’d
Market Data: Benchmark Positions Cont’d.

Market Detail, cont’d
Market Data: Benchmark Positions Cont’d.

Market Detail, cont’d
Market Data: Benchmark Positions for part time jobs.

Market Base
Job Title
Asst Pool Manager <1040
Day Camp Counselor <1000
Head Lifeguard <1000
Library Assistant <1000
Library Courier <1000
Library Technician <1000
Lifeguard <1000
Lifeguard Instructor <1000
Pool Manager <1040
Recreation Aide <1040
Staff Assistant <1000
Swim Instructor <1000
Swim Instructor Aide <1000

25th
$21.62
$9.19
$12.54
$14.41
$12.89
$15.47
$10.95
$12.59
$19.05
$16.20
$13.52
$10.56
$8.55

50th
$23.86
$10.22
$14.60
$17.36
$15.88
$18.61
$12.82
$14.87
$20.63
$19.50
$15.57
$12.05
$10.46

Mean
$26.09
$13.32
$16.76
$20.33
$18.97
$21.79
$14.77
$17.27
$22.22
$22.85
$17.52
$13.54
$12.38

75th
$26.09
$13.32
$16.76
$20.33
$18.97
$21.79
$14.77
$17.27
$22.22
$22.85
$17.52
$13.54
$12.38

Competitive Position of Benchmarked Jobs
After determining Market Data for each benchmarked position, OneDigital then compared the
Market 50th to the City’s current midpoint to arrive at the competitive position of each job.
The next few pages show the market position of each job on its respective pay plan.

Competitive Position of Benchmarked Jobs
Executive Structure
 The City Executive structure is 3.87% below the market 50th.
 The four (4) positions highlighted in yellow are substantially (5% or more) below the market
50th.

Competitive Position of Benchmarked Jobs
General Structure
 The City General structure is 0.86% above the market 50th.
 The twenty-nine (29) positions highlighted in yellow are more than 5% below the market
50th.

Competitive Position of Benchmarked Jobs
General Structure Contd.

Competitive Position of Benchmarked Jobs
General Structure Contd.

Competitive Position of Benchmarked Jobs
General Structure Contd.

Competitive Position of Benchmarked Jobs
General Structure Contd.

Competitive Position of Benchmarked Jobs
Engineering Structure
 The City’s Engineering structure is 1.38% above the market 50th.
 The three (3) positions highlighted in yellow are substantially below the market 50th.

Competitive Position of Benchmarked Jobs
I.T. Structure
 The City’s I.T structure is 0.86% above the market 50th.
 The four (4) positions highlighted in yellow are substantially below the market 50th.

Competitive Position of Benchmarked Jobs
Part-Time Structure
 The City’s Part-Time structure is 3.02% below the market 50th.
 The five (5) positions highlighted in yellow is substantially below the market 50th.

Evaluation of Current Pay Plans
 OneDigital reviewed the current pay structures – Executive, General, Engineering, I.T.
and Part-Time, and the structures are not aligned well with current market data.
 In general, some of the range spread (widths) are uneven and the progression (i.e., %
difference from one midpoint to the next) are too narrow or too wide to allow for
appropriate market positioning of roles. If the spread and/or progression are uneven,
there should be specific strategic reasons for the variation. Here is an example of an
uneven structure.

 Furthermore, the market position of some jobs has changed substantially.

Proposed Pay Plans
 New grade ranges were developed based on the results of the study and the desire to
place The City at least at the 50th percentile of the market.
 OneDigital recommends adjusting the individual pay plans by unique percentages based
on the market as shown below.
Current Mid-Pt vs.
Market 50th

Pay Plan

Recommended
Adjustments

Executive

-3.87%

+1.5%

General

0.86%

+1.5%

Engineering

1.38%

+1.5%

IT

0.86%

+1.5%

Part-Time

-3.02%

+1.5%

Total:

-0.88%

Proposed Pay Structures
Executive
 The table below shows proposed grades and ranges for the executive positions.
 10 grades (as compared to 8 grades in the current structure). Pay for the positions in
Grade 10 (City Manager and Municipal Court Judge) are determined by the City Council.

Proposed Pay Structures
General
 The table shows proposed grades and ranges.

Proposed Pay Structures
Engineering
The table below shows proposed grades and ranges for the positions in the engineering
structure.
 +1.5% increase for all grades. This results in an uneven progression from E10 to E11 and
from E11 to E12.
 11 Grades as compared to 16 grades in the current structure.

P r o p o se d P a y St ru c t u r e s
I.T. Structure
 The table below shows proposed grades and ranges for the positions in the I.T. structure.
 15 Grades.

Proposed Pay Structures
Part-Time Structure
 The table below shows proposed grades and ranges for the positions in the Part-Time plan.
 We are recommending a 1.5% increase for all grades.
 32 Grades.

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost

 The final step in implementing a Market Study is to determine the cost to place each employee on the new

structure. These costs are typically related to bringing employees to the new minimum of their currently assigned
grades including those with any grade changes.

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost
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-------------------------------------------No need this page

 After placing all employees on the new structure, The City will be 2.9% above the targeted competitive position of the 50th
percentile which will provide a small cushion as cities raise their rates for 2018.

New Mid-point vs.
Pay Structure Market 50th
Executive
3.3%
General
2.2%
Engineering
2.3%
I.T.
0.9%
Part - Time
6.1%
Average CoM:
2.9%

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost
Methodology


If the grade was increased, the step in the range was selected based
that was closest to the original annual rate.



2. If the grade wasn't changed, we maintained the existing grade and
step, but the amount was increased by the % of the pay plan increase


Increase the pay plan by 1.5%

Employee with
grade change

Employee should
move to the closest
step in the new grade.
(Original Pay Plan)
→ Results in a new
annual rate.

Look up new pay rate
from new pay plan

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost
*FTE Incumbent
Annual Rate

New Annual Rate

Cost

Percentage

General

$35,017,358

$35,615,431

$598,073

1.7%

Executive

$4,204,557

$4,261,232

$56,675

1.3%

IT

$2,865,750

$2,910,666

$44,915

1.6%

Engineering

$1,014,145

$1,029,357

$15,212

1.5%

Part-Time / Seasonal

$3,617,800

$3,703,754

$85,955

2.4%

FTE Total

$46,719,610

$47,520,440

$800,830

1.7%

*FT Vacancies
Annual Rate

New Annual Rate

Cost

Percentage

General

$2,203,834

$2,256,940

$53,106

2.4%

Executive

$117,800

$119,567

$1,767

1.5%

IT

$499,566

$507,059

$7,493

1.5%

Engineering

$165,668

$168,153

$2,485

1.5%

FT Vacancies Total

$2,986,868

$3,051,719

$64,851

2.2%

$865,682

1.7%

GRAND TOTAL

FTE Incumbent + FT Vacancies

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost

Grade Assignments & Implementation Cost

A b o u t Ou r S o l ut i o n
W h a t We Do
At OneDigital, we focus on our clients' property & casualty insurance needs so our clients can focus on meeting their organizational goals.
We go far beyond placing insurance coverages. We partner with our clients, building a relationship with them based on mutual trust, so we
can fully understand and help them better manage their insurance requirements. With us, clients don't just get a consultant, they gain an ally.

W h a t S e t s Us A p a rt
•

Strategy and Analysis. We don't just quote coverages. We combine our expertise and analytical tools such as benchmarking and claims modeling
software to help employers develop a strategy to lower costs by better manage risks.

•

High-Touch Service. We provide ongoing services in-house to ensure the risk management strategy is executed effectively. These
services range from safety training (on-site and digital) to help employers reduce claims, to analyzing and, where needed, appealing claims
so employers don't over-pay.

•

Independence. We are an insurance broker, not an agent. This means we represent the employer and can quote multiple carriers, rather
than acting as an agent for one carrier. This enables us to help employers get the best coverage at the best price available in the market.

•

Honesty and Transparency. Our company culture honors honesty, integrity and accountability, which includes providing clients full transparency
into our compensation, so they know exactly the value they get for their money.

•

Comprehensive Solutions. We offer a comprehensive range of solutions: property & casualty, personal lines, specialty, employee benefits,
human resources, and retirement plan services. We operate in all 50 US states and internationally.
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Benefits Benchmarking
Demographic Analysis

2

Demographic Analysis
Age + Gender
#
Male
Female

Avg Age Risk Score

96
28
124

45.5
52.1
47.0

Geo

0.99
1.44
1.09

0.94
0.99
0.95

Gender Mix
Geo +
Industry
0.99
1.02
0.99

Industry
1.03
1.05
1.04

*Data Sourced from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Risk < 1.00 is less risky than National Average
**Risk Scores in this table differ from the previous table as they're adjusted for the group's actual gender split

80%

Your Group

54%
Your Geo
Male

71%

72%

Your Industry

Your Geo +
Industry

Female

Enrollment Status (Medical)

Estimated

Cost by Relationship
5% 7%

Employee Only
Employee & Spouse
Employee & Children

Count

%

104

84%

5

4%

15
124

12%

100%

Benchmarked
Cost by Relationship

Benchmarked Cost b$y58R6el, PMPM
$434

19%

$217
54%

27%
88%

Cost Relativity
EE

Spouse

Dep

*Data Sourced from Springbuk's book of business

EE

Spouse

Dep

EE
1.0

Spouse
1.4

Dep
0.5

3

Demographic Analysis
H S A HMO
Age Band
#
Under 21
1
21 to 29
10
30 to 39
19
40 to 49
18
50 to 59
34
60 to 64
10
65 and Over
3
Total Enrolled
95
Avg. Age (Total Enrolled) = 46.5

%
1%
11%
20%
19%
36%
11%
3%
77%

H S A HMO
Male
Female

#
72
23

Avg. Age
44.9
51.8

Age Groups By Plan

H S A PPO

Under 21
1
21 to 29
0
30 to 39
4
40 to 49
1
50 to 59
3
60 to 64
5
65 and Over
2
Total Enrolled
16
Avg. Age (Total Enrolled) = 50.2

6%
0%
25%
6%
19%
31%
13%
13%

COPAY HMO
Under 21
0
21 to 29
1
30 to 39
4
40 to 49
2
50 to 59
4
60 to 64
2
65 and Over
0
Total Enrolled
13
Avg. Age (Total Enrolled) = 46.5

Gender By Plan

H S A PPO

Male
Female

#
14
2

Avg. Age
50.4
48.6

0%
8%
31%
15%
31%
15%
0%

COPAY HMO
Male
Female

#
10
3

Avg. Age
43.4
56.8

4

Demographic Analysis
Enrollme

H S A HMO
Count

%

Employee Only

81

85%

Employee & Spouse

3

Employee & Children

11

Count

%

Employee Only

11

69%

3%

Employee & Spouse

1

12%

Employee & Children

4

#

%

0

0%

Born between 1945 and 1964

22

23%

Born between 1965 and 1980

40

42%

32

34%

1

1%

Born before 1945

Baby Boomers Generation
Generation X

Millennial Generation
Born between 1981 and 1996

Generation Z / Post Millennials
Born after 1996
1

COPAY HMO
Count

%

Employee Only

12

92%

6%

Employee & Spouse

1

8%

25%

Employee & Children

0

0%

Generational Groups1

H S A HMO
Greatest / Silent Generation

H S A PPO

H S A PPO
#

%

0

0%

Born between 1945 and 1964

8

50%

Born between 1965 and 1980

3

19%

4

25%

1

6%

Greatest / Silent Generation
Born before 1945

Baby Boomers Generation
Generation X

Millennial Generation
Born between 1981 and 1996

Generation Z / Post Millennials
Born after 1996

COPAY HMO
#

%

0

0%

Born between 1945 and 1964

4

31%

Born between 1965 and 1980

4

31%

5

38%

0

0%

Greatest / Silent Generation
Born before 1945

Baby Boomers Generation
Generation X

Millennial Generation
Born between 1981 and 1996

Generation Z / Post Millennials
Born after 1996

Generational Groups based on parameters set by the Pew Research Center.
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Benchmark Report
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Benchmark – HDHP Premium
Skyline Products
Average Monthly Premium - HDHP
$1,800

$1,711

$1,686

$1,593

$1,546

$1,600

$1 536

$1,400
$1,200
$1,000
$800
$600

$562

$527

$559
$427

$400

$475

$200
$0

Single Tier

Family Tier

*Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Health Benefits Survey 2020.
**Sample Size:

National Average: 1,765 Employers

7

Benchmark – HDHP Deductible
Skyline Products

Median In Network Deductible - HDHP
$9,000
$8,000

$8,000

$8,000

$7,000
$6,000

$5,600

$5,000
$4,000

$4,000

$4,000
$3,500

$2,800

$3,000
$2,000

$4,000

$2,000

$1,750

$1,000
$0

Median In-Network Family Tier Deductible

Median In-Network Single Tier Deductible
Midwest

Manufacturing

Small Employers (<500 ees)

H S A HMO

H S A PPO

*Source: Mercer National Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Plans 2020.
**Sample Size:

National Average: 1,636 Employers
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Benchmark – HDHP Out Of Pocket Maximum
Skyline Products

Median In Network Out-of-Pocket Maximum - HDHP
$12,000

$11,000

$10,000

$11,000

$9,000

$8,000

$7,350

$6,000

$5,500

$7,350

$5,500

$4,750
$4,000

$4,000

$4,000

$2,000

$0

Median In-Network Single Tier Out-of-Pocket Maximum

Median In-Network Family Tier Out-of-Pocket Maximum
H S A HMO

Midwest

Manufacturing

*Source: Mercer National Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Plans 2020.
**Sample Size:

National Average: 1,636 Employers

Small Employers (<500 ees)

H S A PPO
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Benchmark – HDHP Employee Contribution $
Skyline Products

Employee Contribution $ Monthly - HDHP
$600

$567

$500

$461
$403

$400

$364
$302

$300

$200

$100

$101

$93

$97

$65
$22

$0

Single Tier

Family Tier

*Source: Mercer National Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Plans 2020.
**Sample Size:

National Average: 1,636 Employers
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Benchmark – HDHP Employee Contribution %
Skyline Products

Employee Contribution % Monthly - HDHP
35.0%

33.1%
30.0%

30.0%

26.2%
25.0%
20.0%

23.0%
19.0%

18.0%

19.0%

15.0%

15.0%

13.7%

10.0%
5.2%

5.0%
0.0%

Single Tier

Family Tier

*Source: Mercer National Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Plans 2020.
**Sample Size:

National Average: 1,636 Employers
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Benchmark – % Employers Contributing to HSAs
Skyline Products

% of Employers Contributing to HSA's

*Source: Mercer National Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Plans 2020.
**Sample Size:

National Average: 1,636 Employers
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Benchmark – Employer Contribution to HSA
Skyline Products

Median Employer Contribution to Health Savings Account (HSA)
$1,200
$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$800

$600

$600
$500

$500

$400

$200
$0

$0

Single Tier

$0

$0

$0

Family Tier

*Source: Mercer National Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Plans 2020.
**Sample Size:

National Average: 1,636 Employers
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Benchmark – HMO Premium

Skyline Products

Average Monthly Premium - HMO
$2,500

$2,000

$2,000
$1,675

$1,662

$1,573

$1,500

$1,000
$590

$545

$585

$556

$500

$0

Single Tier

Family Tier

*Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Health Benefits Survey 2020.
**Sample Size:

National Average: 1,765 Employers
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Benchmark – HMO Employee Contribution %
Skyline Products
Average Monthly Premium - HMO
45%

42.50%

40%
35%
30%
25%

25%
20%

27.52%

27%

19%

19%

15%
10%
5%
0%

Single Tier

Family Tier

*Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Health Benefits Survey 2020.
**Sample Size:

National Average: 1,765 Employers
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Benchmark – Plan Type Distribution
Skyline Products

Distribution of Plan Types by Region, Industry, and Size

100%
90%
80%

27%
40%

40%

70%
60%

89%

50%
60%

40%
30%

53%

53%

20%
10%
0%

7%

7%

HMO

0%
11%

13%

PPO/POS

HDHP

*Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Health Benefits Survey 2020.
**Sample Size:

National Average: 1,765 Employers
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Benchmark – Number of Plan Offerings
Percentage of Firms Offering One, Two, or Three or More Plan Types
100%
90%

6%

9%
24%

23%

80%
70%

13%

19%

45%

6%
20%

45%

60%
48%

50%

51%

40%

75%

74%

30%
20%

46%

42%
28%

10%

26%

0%

One Plan Type
*Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Health Benefits Survey 2020.
**Sample Size:
National Average: 1,765 Employers

Two Plan Types

Three or More Plan Types
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Benchmark – HDHP Offering
Percentage of Firms Offering an HDHP w/ HRA or HDHP w/ HSA
100%
90%
80%
70%

56%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

52%

25%

26%

20%

19%

10%
0%

8%

8%

HDHP w/ HRA

8%

HSA-Qualified HDHP

*Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Health Benefits Survey 2020.
**Sample Size:

National Average: 1,765 Employers
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Benchmark – Premium

(Plan 1 HMO H S A, Plan 2 PPO H S A, Plan 3 HMO COPAY)

Plan 2 : HDHP

Plan 1 : HDHP

Single
$427
$505
15% lower than
38.0%

Tier
Premium
Median*
lower/higher
Percentile†

Family
$1,536
$1,668
8% lower than
38.0%

Tier
Premium
Median*
lower/higher
Percentile†

Single
$475
$505
6% lower than
38.0%

Family
$1,711
$1,668
3% higher than
70.1%

Median Premium Family Tier

Median Premium Single Tier
$700

$2,000
$1,800

$600

$1,600
$500

$1,400
$1,200

$400

$1,000

$300

$800
$600

$200

$400

$100

$200
$0

$0
HDHP
Region: Midwest

HMO
Industry: Manufacturing

POS
Size: 50-199 Workers

HDHP

PPO
RIS

Region: Midwest

RIS indicates the concurrent filter of region,
industry, and size.
*Medians represent companies from the same region, industry,
and size.

HMO

POS

Industry: Manufacturing

Size: 50-199 Workers

PPO
RIS

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Benefits Survey Raw Data

†Percentiles indicate the percentage of companies with lower premiums
who are within the same region, industry, and size.
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Benchmark – Premium

(Plan 1 HMO H S A, Plan 2 PPO H S A, Plan 3 HMO COPAY)

Plan 3: HMO

Single
$556
$525
6% higher than
100.0%

Tier
Premium
Median*
lower/higher
Percentile†

Family
$2,000
$1,391
44% higher than
100.0%

Median Premium Family Tier

Median Premium Single Tier
$700

$2,000
$1,800

$600

$1,600
$500

$1,400
$1,200

$400

$1,000

$300

$800
$600

$200

$400

$100

$200
$0

$0
HDHP
Region: Midwest

HMO
Industry: Manufacturing

POS
Size: 50-199 Workers

HDHP

PPO
RIS

Region: Midwest

RIS indicates the concurrent filter of region,
industry, and size.
*Medians represent companies from the same region, industry,
and size.

HMO

POS

Industry: Manufacturing

Size: 50-199 Workers

PPO
RIS

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Benefits Survey Raw Data

†Percentiles indicate the percentage of companies with lower premiums
who are within the same region, industry, and size.
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Benchmark – Deductible
Tier
Deductible
Median*

(Plan 1 HMO H S A, Plan 2 PPO H S A, Plan 3 HMO COPAY)

Plan 1 : HDHP

Single
$4,000
$3,000 or More

Family
$8,000
$6,000 or More
HDHP Deductible Amount Family Tier

Percent of Companies

Percent of Companies

HDHP Deductible Single Tier

$1,000

Region:

Industry:

Region:

$2,000

$3,000

$4,000

$5,000

$6,000

Industry:

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Benefits Survey Raw Data

*Medians represent companies from the same region, industry,
and size.

RIS indicates the concurrent filter of region, industry, and
size.
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Benchmark – Deductible
Tier
Deductible
Median*

(Plan 1 HMO H S A, Plan 2 PPO H S A, Plan 3 HMO COPAY)

Plan 2 : HDHP

Single
$4,000
$3,000 or More

Family
$8,000
$6,000 or More
HDHP Deductible Amount Family Tier

Percent of Companies

Percent of Companies

HDHP Deductible Single Tier

$1,000

Region:

Industry:

Region:

$2,000

$3,000

$4,000

$5,000

$6,000

Industry:

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Benefits Survey Raw Data

*Medians represent companies from the same region, industry,
and size.

RIS indicates the concurrent filter of region, industry, and
size.
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Benchmark – Deductible
Tier
Deductible
Median*

(Plan 1 HMO H S A, Plan 2 PPO H S A, Plan 3 HMO COPAY)

Plan 3: HMO

Single
$2,000
$2,000 - $2,999

Family
$6,000
$5,000 - $5,999

HMO Deductible Single Tier

HMO Deductible Family Tier

100%

Percent of Companies

Percent of Companies

120%

80%
60%
40%
20%

120%
100%

$1,000

0%
$1 - $499
Region: Midwest

$500 - $999

$2,000

$3,000

$4,000

$5,000

$6,000

$1,000 - $1,999 $2,000 - $2,999 $3,000 or More

Industry: Manufacturing

Size: 50-199 Workers

RIS

Region:

Industry:

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Benefits Survey Raw Data

*Medians represent companies from the same region, industry,
and size.

RIS indicates the concurrent filter of region, industry, and
size.
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Benchmark – Employee Contribution $
Contribution Amount For Plan 1 : HDHP
Tier
Single
Family
Contribution
$22
$403
Median*
$1 - $125
$251 - $375

Contribution Amount For Plan 2 : HDHP
Tier
Single
Family
Contribution
$65
$567
Median*
$1 - $125
$251 - $375

Employee Contribution Amount Single Tier

Employee Contribution Amount Family Tier

60%

Percent of Companies

Percent of Companies

70%

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
$0

$1 - $125
Region: Midwest

$126 - $250
Industry: Manufacturing

$251 - $375

$376 - $500

Size: 50-199 Workers

$501 - $625

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
$0

$1 - $125

$126 $250

$251 $375

$376 $500

$501 $625

$626 $750

$751 $875

$876 $1,000

$1,001 or
More

RIS

Region: Midwest

Industry: Manufacturing

Size: 50-199 Workers

RIS

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Benefits Survey Raw Data

*Medians represent companies from the same region, industry,
and size.

RIS indicates the concurrent filter of region, industry, and
size.
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Benchmark – Employee Contribution $
Contribution Amount For Plan 3: HMO
Tier
Single
Family
Contribution
$153
$850
Median*
$1 - $125
$251 - $375

Employee Contribution Amount Single Tier

Employee Contribution Amount Family Tier

60%

Percent of Companies

Percent of Companies

70%

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
$0

$1 - $125
Region: Midwest

$126 - $250
Industry: Manufacturing

$251 - $375

$376 - $500

Size: 50-199 Workers

$501 - $625

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
$0

$1 - $125

$126 $250

$251 $375

$376 $500

$501 $625

$626 $750

$751 $875

$876 $1,000

$1,001 or
More

RIS

Region: Midwest

Industry: Manufacturing

Size: 50-199 Workers

RIS

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Benefits Survey Raw Data

*Medians represent companies from the same region, industry,
and size.

RIS indicates the concurrent filter of region, industry, and
size.
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Benchmark – Employee Contribution %
Contribution Distribution For Plan 1 : HDHP
Tier
Single
Family
Contribution %
0% - 25%
26% - 50%
Median*
0% - 25%
0% - 25%

Contribution Distribution For Plan 2 : HDHP
Tier
Single
Family
Contribution %
0% - 25%
26% - 50%
Median*
0% - 25%
0% - 25%

80%

80%

70%

70%

Percent of Companies

Percent of Companies

Contribution Distribution Family Tier
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0%
Region: Midwest

Greater than 0%, less than Greater than 25%, less than
or equal to 25%
or equal to 50%
Industry: Manufacturing

Size: 50-199 Workers

Greater than 50%
RIS

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0%

Greater than 0%, less than Greater than 25%, less than
or equal to 25%
or equal to 50%

Region: Midwest

Industry: Manufacturing

Size: 50-199 Workers

Greater than 50%
RIS

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Benefits Survey Raw Data

*Medians represent companies from the same region, industry,
and size.

RIS indicates the concurrent filter of region, industry, and
size.
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Benchmark – Employee Contribution %
Contribution Distribution For Plan 3: HMO
Tier
Single
Family
Contribution %
26% - 50%
26% - 50%
Median*
0% - 25%
0% - 25%

80%

80%

70%

70%

Percent of Companies

Percent of Companies

Contribution Distribution Family Tier
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0%
Region: Midwest

Greater than 0%, less than Greater than 25%, less than
or equal to 25%
or equal to 50%
Industry: Manufacturing

Size: 50-199 Workers

Greater than 50%
RIS

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0%

Greater than 0%, less than Greater than 25%, less than
or equal to 25%
or equal to 50%

Region: Midwest

Industry: Manufacturing

Size: 50-199 Workers

Greater than 50%
RIS

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Benefits Survey Raw Data

*Medians represent companies from the same region, industry,
and size.

RIS indicates the concurrent filter of region, industry, and
size.
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Benchmark – HSA Employer Contribution
Tier
HSA
Contributio
n
Median*

Plan 1 : HDHP
Single
Family
$0

$0

$1,200 $1,599

$2,000 $2,499

Tier
HSA
Contributio
n
Median*

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
$0

$1 - $399

Region: Midwest

$400 - $799 $800 - $1,199

Industry: Manufacturing

$1,200 $1,599

$0

$0

$1,200 $1,599

$2,000 $2,499

HSA Firm Contribution Family Tier
Percent of Companies

Percent of Companies

HSA Firm Contribution Single Tier

Plan 2 : HDHP
Single
Family

$1,600 or
More

Size: 50-199 Workers

Firm matches
any employee
contribution

40%
30%

$1,499

$1,999

$2,499

$2,999

More

employee

RIS

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Benefits Survey Raw Data

*Medians represent companies from the same region, industry,
and size.

RIS indicates the concurrent filter of region, industry, and
size.
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Benchmark – HSA Employer Contribution
Tier
HSA
Contributio
n
Median*

Plan 3: HMO
Single
Family
$0

$0

$1,200 $1,599

$2,000 $2,499
HSA Firm Contribution Family Tier

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Percent of Companies

Percent of Companies

HSA Firm Contribution Single Tier

$0

$1 - $399

Region: Midwest

$400 - $799 $800 - $1,199

Industry: Manufacturing

$1,200 $1,599

$1,600 or
More

Size: 50-199 Workers

Firm matches
any employee
contribution

40%
30%

$1,499

$1,999

$2,499

$2,999

More

employee

RIS

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Employer Benefits Survey Raw Data

*Medians represent companies from the same region, industry,
and size.

RIS indicates the concurrent filter of region, industry, and
size.
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Teton County's own total rewards production platform
Communicate all of Pitkin County's rewards
programs. Include any number of rewards
by category to get your total rewards
marketing message across…

• Cash Compensation (salary, bonus,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

commission, overtime shift differential, FTE,
allowances, etc.)
Long-Term Incentives
Equity Value
Retirement Projections
Health and Welfare programs
Income Protection programs
Financial/Retirement programs
Work/Life programs
Career advancement opportunities

Teton County's own total rewards promotion platform
Promoting your total rewards marketing
campaign is critical to a successful project
outcome. With the Promotion feature you

• Send email messages before project

launch, once you go live and postlaunch

• Design beautiful HTML emails with

colors, banners, links and images

• Target employee groups with
different messages

• Test your messages before sending
• Send follow-up emails to employees

who haven’t logged in or taken the
survey

Welcome to a Whole New World of Total Rewards

Teton County's own total rewards analytics platform
Analyze key performance indicators in your
campaign to drive maximum utilization and
facilitate reporting…

• View all your email promotions and drill
down to specific promotions for detailed
tracking

• Create surveys of any length or type (even by
group) to gauge campaign effectiveness

• Track responses and comments by survey
• Archive the most effective surveys for future
use

• Track utilization in aggregate and over time

Welcome to a Whole New World of Total Rewards

Teton County's own total rewards reporting platform
With all of your company’s total compensation
data in one consolidated system, you can
strategically re-purpose that data for your
executive team’s consumption.

• View high-level compensation and
benefits data

• Drill down to individual rewards
program by total, number of
participants and average by
participant

• Print an attractive, branded report
to share with key executives

• Position your HR team as a valuable
and strategic business partner

Welcome to a Whole New World of Total Rewards

